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STUDENTS 'EAGER::TQ";SERVE'·"
BY GARY S. COX
the values of helping their fellow man. Pub- cost of education, national service would
lie school students receiving assistance are enable more young people to serve. In adFRANKFORT, Ky. -- President Clin- youngsters who are not succeeding in dition, related legislation to allow incometon's proposal to create a national service school. Through our programs, they devel- contingent loan repayments J(repayment
program is being debated in, Congress. op self-esteem and come to value education. rates would be based on·income) would
Some people have wondered how many.
For example, Jordan Martin reports allow students to take-low-paying public
will respond to the call to service, but the that through the work of Project CAUSE, service jobs upon graduation.
_Kentucky experience indicates that stu- coordinated by the University of KenAnother concern that has been raised is
dents are eager to serve.
tucky, all of the at-risk fourth grade-stu- that national service·will not dramatically
Regina Ragan, who coordinated. an dents she serves now regularly begin sen- increase access to higher education. While
adult literacy program during her senior tences with: "When I go to college ••• " this may be true, the program does have
year at Berea College, demonstrates, the
Preliminary discussions of national the potential to dramatically improve the
type of commitment Kentucky. students service have led more than l00 Kentucky lives of many Americans.
··
have developed through service. :
.
college students to express enthusiasm
Administration officials estimate that the
"I have learned that within me lies a about serving for a year after graduation. program will attract between.100,000 and
need to feel, to touch, and in an odd sense, Students have been responding eagerly on 150,000 young people in full-time·service by
heal," she said."My life hasto be balanced a national level as well as in Kentucky.
1997. To put this figure in p~~ the
•.• I've learned that for.me other people
Young People for NiltionaliService has·· largest'enrollment·atone•time in·the Peace
are the keys to living." . . , ,.. .. ,. .
more than 1,000 members from·across the Corps. was.15,000 participants/The proKentucky educators . recognized · the counl!y advocating for and.helping,_to de- posed.national service p ~ would also.
benefits of engaging students in:national velop the national service proposal. In re- expand existing programs, which. enable
service and began developing-an ·infra- sponse to just one speech by the President,· hundreds of thousands of K-12 and college
structure for service within.higher educa- 5,000 young people have told the White. students to serve as part of their educationtion in the late 1980s. The Council on House that they want to participate in this al experience.
- - •:, ,. , •.. • ;. .
Higher Education coordinates Destination summer's pilot national service program,
Kentuckians involved in national servGraduation and CarnpusServe,. two col- which has only 1,000 slots available., ,
ice believe it will dramaticallyincrease the·
laborative Kentucky college service proThe question is not whether students numbers of young peopl_e solving_ social
grams funded by the u.-s. Dep¥!lllent of will be attracted to service. ·The real issue problems through ·service;- National servEducation and the Commission on Nation- is how can we effectively tap this vast re- ice will benefit our whole society by develal and Community Service, respectively.
source to address pressing needs ·identi- oping a cadre of young people who are
The two programs include 21 Kentucky fled by KERA and other issues?
· ··
committed to improving our nation.··
public and independent colleges and uniThe economic realities ·of' large· loan - ·'- We believe the proposed national service
versities that engage more than 2,100 stu- indebtedness and the low (or-i10) pay of--' legislation would enable:us'to·take an imdents in service activities that support the service work prevents'maily-wlio would - portant step forwardtoward-making mean•
Kentuc.ky Education Refofi!IACl,(KERA) •. ,}~e to ~erve from seriously considering .. .- ingful'service an integraJ. parti>f growing up
Serv1ce programs are· of great bbnefiMo' this option.
.
and being educated incKentucky; '''
the Commonwealth. College.:studentsJearn__Thus, by providing money to defray the
•-••• to ne eour1er-.1ouma1
The writer Is executive director of the Counell on Higher Educstlon.
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Tlie largest increases in
graduation rates were among·
A statistical report released black football players at Division
esterday
by the NCAA showed I-A schools and "black male basY
.
improved graduation
rates ,,or ketball players·- in·· Division- I. ·
Division I student-athletes who Each rose above the average-of''
entered school in 1986, the year 1985, the year previous to Propo- '
Proposition 48 was instituted..
sition 48.
Proposition 48 sets academic .
· But these rates remained low
standards for incoming.• fresh- compared with the ·figures· for·
men. Athletes who fail to ineet the·general student bodies. At 99 •
the standards, a 2.0 grade-point of th¢·largest public institutions,
. .a.ouue.
...:.., · of .4.O
• a. meaning· state' universifies
_with
avearge. on
.m
..
· core curriculum and a certain· high-visibility inaJqr· sports prq- ·
score on standardized entrance grams,· only •26 percent of "niale·
tests (Scholastic Aptitude Test black basketbalr'players · gradu,
or American College Testing) are ated within-six yeanrnf entering ·
jnot eligible to participate in-in-. college in 1986."The•figUre for·
· terco!legiate play until ·at leas!- black · football·-' players 'waif: 39
the second year in college,.
percent
·· • '_,,:i:;,:;·.. : ,·c:'
'.fhe significance of the report_.
These wei-e improvements;
is that it reflected for the firsr up·:from 23'' percent· for -such
time the initial freshman-to-sen:; basketball ·µ)ayers and'. 33 perior. cycle of athleies·who enrolled cent -for sucl:'"focitball"p~yei-s
under Proposition 48 in the au- from the previous surver:•-, · ··
. tumn of 1986. The·,rates·,in,theu•,.,.,.ffhe.-,overall::graduatioJ1, rate,
· report are1based 01,";individtiiils"-;,~~J)ivi~ion _L ~t_i.l~~~-athletes
graduating within•:sixc~years of4':' who entered .colle~iiiJ,98§,wse 1
their enrollment. _--·-_ ·----1?-51-'percent--~~-51-percent.·
N. Wallace

New York Times News-Service
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$1.428;million iri.'1~87 to $2.~mil)ion.. _ ·.

''We wanted:.to:mcreaserftuauna) •1d_fyuding_so,
that kids.wh_q;particip~e'i_ii;sp!fiii'wowilii't,have to
, RUSS BROWN
-· -- - :· ·_-· -- _ ... _ U o_f Ls · student-ath!e~e:':" wh? ~austed , worry about-baving:~j<J,Jtl!Uc:l~J!!l!d."1',Y$,!ll01!,~e 1
aff Writer
_ ·.
, , :-- their four years of eligibility_ still graduated._- for their,stutlies/,':MillecisaitE.o .;"~-t ,_"'l I,;-':;:.':'"
_
_ . . __ .. J ~-~ ,)qook.the..Cards ~~dei:i!-at!tlet~.l!"-' aver- ~ ,Miller ~<!-_Ithat1in\'J98!!,S._~~b'egifn"'supp!e-,
Increased funding .aml e~pi)asJS .on:.aca~ age . of..;fi.ve -yjl8l"S-, tOAITTBduate)a compared
uting,tbe,uuiney.,iu,its,generahathletiocbudget>for1
·[!llcs _evidently_ h~ ·-.paid di~deiids, fa~, with ~.of L'sovera)l _av~rage~_?fs!i·~-~~,8!5'. · ;ac;ademicuissistailce 1'!'0~!111.~~(from !
11vers1cy of Louisville. studenEatnietes:- 1 ~- and ~ 4,!l::i'.~"1¥1ti~~~,;_l :: U~-.Jl -· tbe-Hlckman,Camp Func!t,_wliicb,,~g!Y,.,.gf 1
A study released yesterday by-the·NCAA · "1'.'!l·proud of.the JO~athlelics·JS.aomg !11.l rfiovmieiits,gfi'il992-ll3alw~.a:;;;!lc1Fimil I
.owed the gradu~tion rate-of_ lJ"of Fs-~--- t~ area,''. -U'.of ~ PI~~1~~nt_pon_a!d .S~ _-prqvid~;" $330,09,.0;i i.ri;il!!93'~tHviJl~pi'iivfde;
•nt-athletes has nnp~v_ed-_bys.23:operce_11.t said. "VJe're se.emg some.real_prpgess.
'.:$50o"000iforitlienii:liool'S1300!st1ultlnt-llthletes;o,~ !
1ce the last NCAA surv_ey...'School · offic1als,_.say."'th_e,;~prov~m~ut -:;,~•yeais'.'ago, .u'.ofilLa!soceslatilished·.!tn~er·
Figures provided ·by, the. uriivers1tfcto;!l!it,-: didn't _happe_n.a~dentally!) ~~;,.sig\lifi- "ilistitutibilal~cademic~~d~:~gr,,~ed i
:AA showed. 54 percent ·of· the s_tuqent- __ cant step_s p ?f.~, lias ta}f~!_l},~'nl!:ent.yl!ll!5 , Nl::Mi feguiremeiits! l!tadditi~·ffltl,ng~~ 1
hletes who enrolle~ ~, 198_6 _- :_~dll}lted !oward atdingJhe acad~~c. ~eifo_rmance. of · gindeliries, a Ustuaenf-athlete
I
.thin six years. Th~ -~d~~?.~'.:f"~,',W_IJ!i ;;_,\ts· stu<!ent-•~~tes,,1 .. m.cl~~I½,. hug~-- 1!1', J>~f.i~ br ~~£SQP~O~Q~eyli_~d.lliere- j
. percent from 19~3-~\l,. _.·· :~-, -.-,,... ::;:.,, ··'.·::creases!" fund!:fig,aca~~-~~~Ct;J?~: ;i1£tett:m~tain 11;¥,0 gra~tf!J,C/1!1t!mgli,Pll.<!f,!g:.~r- i
U of L's percentage_ •pproai:!J-es_,\the, 57- grams~- .~" -_~,:+c•·~;OJ•~. a"''•f't': ,,.,,, , ,~tilni.'for.the playing;seasoll\0-',-(t) ~-,J"J ";!".; ,
,rcent student-athlete gradua~oD"..-ate,for., - Kevm ·Miller,: assoc11~te athle~c:~or- ~tddeill'-a~ete§~alsn,rn![stlia~;fil;'leasta 2,0;cu- i
l 298 Division I scho?ls, and 1Uurpasses · li!)te~al ~p_erations,_s!ll~ ~I: ~~!"Slty, be- '.'fi!iuiamce. GPA;jjfothei ~tl!!,i~;~~!!l)ies- ,
e 31 percent graduation ratec for a!l'.Uf~•. guunng_._m, 19a7-88;, Pll!yii:l~,.f~~c.summ_el:c · ter:ahdalliiiughout:tpejemilinde~,oftlj,eir ~ r to 1
udents.
.. · ,. · .. ,; .•,·, , • :.-,,,_ ""''! •w·t-,«:: school and .fifth}t8:~_!,"J.~~':_i~t~<!}~~::!.ts, ,,,2!!"3l~-eyj:t1j!~;:_PJ!tss li!t&l~ce:~Js n:iorutoroo.- ;
"Athletes know,that,im·-sports;rnnp~ve-'.,a student-athlet~.,, :; ~:si:- ,,:;i·ui ~~--" -,~,/a, ·-;· _. ':Wes liiive~financjl<!,·a[!!l~~-~~~np,c:!iJIPP.9!;1: t
ent comes. form .hard :work,,.an<!,·~_ei:lica.,, :··In 1992-~~ :!Ji!it:.b!1_d~~J:.:-was.$32~00Q_,.agd. ilhlf,;Jielping:;asslll'!l ~ tliaealksllident-,ath1et~-'-!1t.J
m," U of L.. athletic dtrector, Bi!J 'J)lflen< m,1993-94 1Lwill J"!l!~Jo,J3§~'!)Q(!-_J.'.urtli~r•·. ,u·of J;;µve•an'"Qi!PDfu!ility,t~gijduate,:,' ~llll:B!l!d. i
id.-"It is obvious that most of.our student- more, UofL_ has_.,mcreaseii,1ts:.:_acadellllc· - f'Academi~ana•alhfetic:.exi:elliinced1re"co!!!M.tilile,
hletes have applied, the. saJlle,~!~flt!tiC . cou_ns.eling putlgel,))Y~81,~erce~,~~!9~7 :_ /goals:tlfat musftslil"{e!~!Mtl~tw_ruQ.f(,,1~olid l
their academic·pursl!,its,· · .'"'"'~.,:;, --:<' ~~m $1~2,000 to,$348;000._: A. • 'T · program::We'r;,pio~~:of(ou,f!_~_!mentlt.,•. an~ I
"~e app_laud our stude~t-athl~tt!:I~ ~or, . r.fill~r s8:1d. U of L. also_,h~ _mcreased _its· this Y~f ~PlO~\D-~•.@:~!!i\•~c~--!
err colDlllltment.as .we th~V~-~,.con~, ,finan~....,~~-.~UP.P,9!'1_-bY,5~! ,P~~E-!,,friim ,catesJbatii~s,getting.pi>sltlvif~,;.-,, ..:, ;,~,--~ _ ! ,
;d improvemenf in, etr~" ~m.auation.,
-: :··, -~..,,::. ;_,~ ', ,·~•: .-:·t,.,_v.,.,- ...:._._ - -· - .......-1 c."' ~ ~·"'wa • ... --rs .. • - - ..,..,__
tes!' ·
: ~- ~:--\_::~-;;-:,- ·
...
A ~cent study -showed~7fr-percent,of- .
'
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·•Schools fight will
left by widow
of Tim. Lee. Carter
By CYNTIIlA CROSSLEY EAGLES
Staff Writer
TOMPKINSVILLE, Ky. --Western Kentucky University, Lindsey
WIison College and the Monroe
County school system have joined
in a lawsuit challenging the. will of
Kathleen Carter, widow of former
u. S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter.
At stake is a bequest of approximately $700,000 that, according to a will dated
Jan. 9, 1992, was to be
shared by the three educational organizations, as
well as two churches and
a cemetery.
But in a will prepared ·
51 days later - on Feb.
29, 1992 - Kathleen Carter instead left the money
to her three nephews including co-executor Bev
McClendon, the Monroe
County sheriff.
.
The suit,. filed in May,
claims that when Carter, who died
July 11, 1992, made out the second
will, she was "acting unde~ the un,
due influence" of Mcclendon and
that because of medications she was
taking she "did not comprehend the
nature, extent and disposition of her
estate.,,

The suit also questions the -signatures of Carter and the -two witnesses on the second will; _saying•
none of the three signed the document in the othersl,presence, ;:_i '
No ,trial date has; beeJ!-:"setcin:.the
case.-_. .~- ·· ;-,--,., .'!.~---~--fJ~!~·-The Carter family/~dominated .
Monroe County politics for decades;:
and Tim Lee Carter, ·a ,Tompkins- ,
ville physician who died·:lil-.'1987, .
represented Kentuckys 5th· Di$tiict
in Congress· for-•16 ,years, · · •,,,:_-;,i':"' -.
-The second will .was prepared by
Tompkinsville lawyer CJay, Hlihdl~
Jr. One of the witnesses·was-his:son ·
and law partner, ·Charlton
- Hundley;· the other:• was! Charlton·· Hundley's, fiailcee, Natalie Bowlds. (I'lie
two have since married.)
, "The. charges mader_are
absolutely false,'i;-rsald··
Clay Hundley Jr!;.::after·pointing out that.he.is.not
named in the suit:,:'Ahsolutely false to· the· point:of.
ludicrous. . . . :· Kathleen·
, Carter-was as, competentas you are or·I !UIL~-She
absolutely knew what she0

I

- - .. wanted."~-- . ,.- :.11,. · -~-::
As for the sheriff;·he·declared,in
an . interview this week that· the

whole issue arose from ''politics,.my ·
dear,,,

One of the.biggest differences·be-tween the two wills is the disappear-·ance of a $200,000 gift to .Western
for "operating, maintaining and improving the Kentucky Llhrary,-and
Museum.~ The,.,Kentucky(,Lllirary
•·'•

•.•

-

•

,,,,,...., ..

'<

houses Tim ·Lee Carter's ·congres-.
· sional.and family papers; said Riley, Handy, head of .the special. collec1 lions depa)'tment.
· · ·
Dero Downing, former WKU
president arid· currently· president of
the .College Heights- Foundation. ats
the university; said"tlie Carters, both
graduates of Western;· ."always ex, pressed -an -interest in and• support·
of: the university." Among other
things, they·endowed an agricultur. al scholarship in m_emory··of· the_ir
son, Starr, who died of· leukemia
during his junior year in 1977. ·
And over the years,;"both ·Con-gressman and Mrs:carter indicated
in conversations with me that there
would.,be. forthcoming - in~-the,-ar.
rangement of their affairs an expression of _continu~!f· ~PP~rt'' f',lr,
Western, Downing said.
, _
So news of a second._will that cut
Western out.,entirely. "came as, a.
surprise to me," he said.
. .
Another. major_ difference be- tween the two wills is, the evaporation of a chilritable··trust, ·the Dr.
Tim Lee Carter and Kathleen Brad_.
·· shaw·
Carterl'oundiitliin:-, • ::c::;:-;:-c '
. \.ft:;,..,~ .... : . •
,"During ,,the, li/'.e _o(,·mY,,_beloved
htisband,.'I:>r, "I:im-~.Car:ter, :'we
frequently _discussed .that·tipqn-(our
deaths),_a ,substantial pc,rtion'. of: our
.remalning,.estate· be-:.c!edicated- to
charitable;'-'. educational;:c-- religious.
' ·and scientifjc;usest;says --KathleeQ •
_Carter's'·fitst will/';Th'e-cwillialsd.-ina
'duded: a: federal: iax-;identification·
.. number for,the foundatibn,andldii
rected the. foundatiomto,make-the,•
·otliet·contriblltiOiis-Jl-:' Ir.:,:::·.iL;·_,,
, The second will.'.coiitldns·Jiomen,:

lion 'of·the,fotfric!ation-;/a'nltthii'gifts:

to. all the-lieneficiaiies are-:'sfgnifi:'
cantly,
reducedor eliminated.a·,.:-;,,}
.
-··•••, _...,
"•
-·-··
.

.

~

WKU President ,Thomas Mereaitlr.
said he couldn't commenton,the:sit-:,
uation because of the-lingimon.~Dr;s
James Carter, chairman i>f'ifie:Mon:;
roe County Board of·Edlic:atfonand:
a nephew--of Tim--Lee~€arter:•de-"
clined to comment for the sanie rea-:
son. John Begley, presideiifof'I.ihd-•
sey WIison College, was on:.vacation.
and unavailable for comment,.. -_.,:_,
. Timothy Chism 'Jr.; ,ll _Bpwifuii:
' Green- lawyer representing,.-,. the,
Methodist church.and the.cemetery,
said his clients were barred by-state ·
law from joining in .the suit because
they had already· received:_ thecbe-•
quests outlined in the second :will."
I (The. plaintiffs ate .. seeking· ·a'·"re-c
1
• straining order to block.further dis-.
1 • tribution of Carter's estaie.).ln:addi- •
· lion, Chism said, his clients,.'.'.!fiiri't
want :to get involved.in, what's;esa;,
,. sentially a family squabble,,, ·,'J'efhe,
, McClendons. are church:,ri:tembers.
. 'and they're 'iill reafc!ose:il,,cci.;!'..EI
Monroe C9unty Attorney Do~glas
· Cai1er,~wbo-represents-the-Baptist-church' was· unavailable:" ·N,~:,:,
.. 'McCiendon declined to'.~~:}
ic about who he thoughte:was1 re--,.,
spbnsible
for contesting-th~will:~"
'
.• •
• '
• ,-.-")...,:!'-.•-•. • • .,, ..
· · ·"rthink it lies right hendn·Mo'n- ··
County. l'm._ not gonna'say'who/''.
but' I think the agitation came: fi'oin?
here,",he·sald. McClendon;~o has··
a framed ,_photograph of.'his .aunt.'
and Barbara.Bush.on his'desk;-.said,-;
. ;'They. weren't named':in:'tJl.Jl\"ii!I~
and they are the damned ·agiJl!forsa
' ·this
·
m
, .. -And you,-.can
put"tiiii'.t"'"'"
..
,.m.
I ·there'.'' . - . . . .
~~

roe

I

'•>

.

•

~

.
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:·. - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ' ; ' ~

·- ·-·· .. ·:,,::-~-:0"~_::i

McClendon said he hadchcr.idea c
- what.was in' his aunt's -Wi!l]Jntjl!'.Shi:i•
died, hadn't.known"that hefiimf'hiil~i
brother William - wowdt~;riam.\a~
co-executors, .. and:::.ceitainly:,;liadli'.t'
known· about:any' other·.;,;11"""-'·"'--·'/
<.-",~•·•..;:.............i
0

I

Wh°iit·he 'aid know;:ilet~dr'w!lf.•

tha:t one da:yf Hundley:tiiJiLWJ!liiim:•
.McClendon •thiit·"he- was-lgofugitrol
Kathleen'si_· .had:;Jii? inillil_"·e.;Fsome•
I.:!_.'ch'
.. - "~ti'' .,..... '-",)lf'"~'";,,i
~g~~~~'. -~-~JJ!i.u.;'.·.: ~o,;'\~~:~t~!i
.
"Sh
. de ·some!.c
-- '·' h'l/:'i€s'"~l
._ ~ e . .J'ust'
. '.~__n .. ,7. :-understand":justi·llliil.ot-"· · ;~
McClendon saidJ!'LilreiI -·
~
'eriseerii'tlieselofhe"':'~
8,i!l
,just;chaiiged:some~lln'
' :Ii

or:tli·
.. e0

·will·

"""·Tli•-,-es.
·-·
....
"'

'·

· .l.l
"1

that..are:.throwingcthe~;shestill1
-left-:-them.csome--money.~~ ·-~:;,-:~r,.?_';.
··= . ..-..

. . --~.;,..~'\:;-~~-~-,
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Ji·rne capsule opened::.io: Mor~~ead_ .
at . Breckinridge School _reunion:
Associated Pcess

MOREHEAD- Pictures, newspapers and ·an essay by a seventh
grader were unearthed in Morehead
when a time capsule placed in the
cornerstone of the former Breckinridge School in 1930 was opened as
part of a reunion weekend. .
Keith Kappes, Morehead State
University vice- president for university advancement, called Friday's capsule opening "a fitting
beginning" to the first schoolwide
reunion of Breckinridge School,
which served as MSU's laboratory
school for teacher training from
1924 to 1982. Kappes taught at the
school:
. ·
..
Emerging in ''remarkable good
condition" after · three. decades of
confinement were:·
.
• The Kentucky Public School
Directory for 1929-30.
• List of officers and members
of Morehead Masonic Lodge 645.
• Letter signed by the Masonic
Grand Marshal of Kentucky authorizing J. Harlan Powers to conduct a
Masonic ritual for the original car:
nerstone laying on April 21, 1930.
• Roster of the training school
staff and· pupils.
• Essay, "An Appreciation,"
written by Leora Hogge, a seventh

grader.
and staff members of the college.
• April 17, 1930, edition of-The
Rowan County News, with a frontAbout i,100 people made reserpage .story about the death of an vations for the ~on activities,
administrator at Morehead, State which continue. through today.
Teachers College, as MSU was Among those are 67;5 alumni and 28
known then. Another article told of former. faculty members_ from 36
the coming cornerstone ceremony, states, A:ustralia and Saudi Arabia
the first in Morehead State's histo- · Also on hand are several members
ry.
ot the class cif 1932, the Breckin• April 15, 1930 issue• of The ridge .. School's . first graduating
Trailblazer, the campus student class•.
newspaper.
Yesterday's. events included
• 1929-30 Morehead State Nor- tours· of the old scboo~ now an
mal School and Teachers College MSU classroom-office building;
catalog.
,•
tours pf. the.campus; an-ice cream
· • Faculty and: staff, roster for social; a::banquet;' 'a special prl>'
the teachers. college.
'; gram, and a dance. Individual class
• Panoramic picture of students· get-togethers: yiill take place today.
.

i ',
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MSU time capsule unearthed
MOREHEAD; Ky. - Pictures; newspapers and a
seventh-grader's essay were unearthed in Morehead frooi atjme capsule placed in the cornerstone
of the foi'nier Breckinridge School. The capsule,
placed in 1930, was opened as part of a reunion
weekend..
·
·
Keith Kappes, Morehead State University vice·
president !or university advancement, said the Cl!Psule operung was "a fitting beginning" to the first
school-wide reunion of Breckinridge School, which
setved as MSU's laboratory school for teacher
training from 1924 to 1982. Kappes taught at the
school.
Also-found in the capsule were:
-,
■ .The Kentucky Public School Directory for·
1929-30. .
.
·1
■ A list of officers and members of Morehea°d
Masonic Lodge 645.
■ A letter. signed by the Masonic Grand Marshal
of Kentucky authorizing J. Harlan Powers to con'
duct a Masonic ritual for the original cornerstone
laying on April 21, 1930.
■ The roste.r of the training school staff and pupils.

■ Ari essay, "An Appreciation," written by Leora
Hogge, a seventh-grader.
.
.
■ The April 17, Ui:i0i 'editiori° of The Rowan·
County News, with a front-pag~ story of the death
of an administrator at Morehead State Teachers
College, as MSU was known then. Another article
told of the upcoming cornerstone ceremony, the first in Morehead State's history.
·
■ The April 15, 1930, Issue of The Trailblazer, the
campus student newspaper.
·
■ The 1929-30 Morehead State Normal School
and Teachers College catlilog. · • ·_'·
.■ The ·faculty :and staff;'ro~er for the teachers

c;o~eg'.~·,·' .. -fh:

. . ·.,·

.

'

•A picture of e stlii!enl body'. and staff of the .

college., , ; .;: ·\ ·.
::; , --:;_ , : ~- •
1
Aliout'.1;100,..peqple .1iii.vlma11i)"eservations for·
the reunion activities, whicli ·continue through today. On hand are· several members of the class of
1932; Breckinridge School's first graduating class.
Yesterday's events included tours of the old
school, now an MSU classroom-office building,
. 31!d !\le cmJ?pus; an ice cream social; banquet; spe):jal:ptogram. -and a dance. Iildivldual class gettcigethe_rs will take place today.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Education
is no·cure
for rural
economies
I

• Finally, McGranahan compared the
economic growth of rural counties with
low average levels of education with counties that have higher rates of schooling.
There was-no difference. The rural counties with a well-educated work force did
just as well (or, as was more common in
the '80s, just as badly') as those counties
populated by those with little schooling.
"Rural America suffers primarily from
a deficit of good jobs, not good workers," ·
according to a recent report by the Rural

ural economic development
myth No. 1: Education is the
key to reviving a country _economy.
·
Education was the magic bullet that .
would kill poverty. If Fulton ana~lan
and Pike had a ready supply of kids who
knocked the socks off the SATs, the jobs
would flow in on a high tide. It was the
theory that became a religion.
·
Unfortunately, education isn't enough.
There is no evidence that a short supply
of educated workers stymied smalltowns,
either during the growing '70s or the rural
depression of the '80s. Nor is there any
-indication that rural
areas with a lot of
well~ucated people did any bet!e:
than those counties
with a preponderance of dropouts.
Education is a
good thing. It frees
people to make their
own way in a complicated world. It_ is
a necessary part of
building a lively
economy and a··stable democracy. For individuals, more education means higher wages. But for rural
regions, education has, for the last decade,
meant nothing.
,. ,"':4 • _,,.. , ,
This is true despite continw.ng. differences between rural and urban education..
Rural residents have less education, on ·
average, than city dwellers. (\"or,ins~.
twice as many youngadults 1Ircthe:C1ty.,
have completed college as,in:the,country;)
And that difference increased during ·the
1980s, a time of general economic.decline
for rural counties. The rate-of college;·
education has fallen in the last lOyears in
rural counties.
., , ! : '\•. : :·; .
. Although the decline _of :,vell~_ucated
people in slill!ll towns ~omC1ded -'YI~ a
rural economic depress10n;,.there·1s•, no,
evidence that rural areas have been held
back by the low education levels of their
work force," said David McGranahan, a
Department of Agriculture s_ociologist. .
Rather this exodus was,the·result-oLhard,
times. Educated.people simply left.for the.
city because the opportunities to, use their
skills did not exist in the country,
McGranahan marshals some.strong
research to back this conclusion:
_.,.
• If there had been a shortage of welleducated people in rural areas;.the law of
supply and demand would·p~.up !lie
wages of those with co_Ilegediplomas"The
opposite occurred.-While,wagesior--t!1,~with four of-more years·of.'collet:e rose m
the 1980s forthose·living,iri.,the city; the·
pay for country-dwellers stagnateci.:l;iY the
end of the '80s, well-educated,urbani~
were earning 30 percent more than their
country cousins.
·
• There is so little demandfor collegeeducated people in rural ~ - th~y·are ·
leaving in droves. This brain drain has
decreased the number of college graduates
in rural regions 37 percent
·

R

BISHOP
--=------

Sociological Society. Ancl]fsmwgovern~
ments (like Kentucky's)·contiiiue·to:pIO' ·
mote low-wage, low-skilled·jobs:oiitside C
the cities McGranahan·thinks "niraHireas
will be dimpeting more·aiid·inore\vith ··
less-developed countries'"..:..:.'a competition·
that "will only serve to
iural ·.wages ·
down·

"

·

drive
.;., ... _.-..:--·-·~J

11 - · · ·

. fu ~ther words, what-<:'oitld"_happen.is

what is happening today·'rui·wages in';· '
rural regions drop and ~r counties'~ "·'
throughout'the South and·Midwestcom'
pete with one another and,with the ·Third,
World for jobs that lead,nowhere.-,-

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, July 4-_.__!?93.

Governn1ent.
gets ~s.er ·.:fees1tr~~:,,,
was $640 per-semester:• last
year. A. basic..dininga_fee-was
· THE~SSOCIATED PRESS'
_... ._•.-:
· $650 per semester;.. · :,;,;.,,./{: · i;
So while Morehead,received
FRANKFORT - Whether about· $32 million in General
it's tuition at a state univer- Fund tax dollars ·last year,· it
sity, a night's lodging· at a raised about $40 million ·from
state park or getting a copy of other sources.
;- -. ·: ,· . l;
your birth certificate; the state . Virtually every_r'.'il'iifity il:i•
takes in a lot of money that state government g~fs , some
doesn't have. anything• to, do kind:of·money outside'ofordi'
with taxes.
,
nary' tax revenuesH,Across.
In the language of state gov- state. governmentr.;this,,fiscal
ernment, they're called agen_gy year,.agency receipfs'fare;estf,
receipts. But it's still money, mated to total $2.2 ·!Jillian. The
the government gets· out" of entire , General· 'Fiina}twhich
somebody's pocket. ·::
T. T doesn't include tlie,iigeifcy'figThe 1\ffiounts are sometimes ures, is :estimated~torbring in
sm~, . but the ;ota1s; can. be $4.9 billion this y~·;J&}.ff,)J;
prodig10us.
..
.
These "user fees'.' haYe.great
It costs $Tto get a certified . po!itical,attractio~,,:;~~~':,;"j'l
copy of a birth certificate from
"That means' the·•peoP.l!l'Who ,
the· Cabinet for Human Re- owe the bill p·ay: iti/'I_l'said
sources. It'costs $12.50 to buy House Speaker Joe,C~ke; D1
a.license to,fish from the ·De- Danville. "Ifyou.thinktthe;use
partment _qf Fish and Wildlife;, ... ought to be iLl)~j§fi!µl_t,.;.
Resources. It. costs $20 per. ,. then. y_ou starL.'.4Y!U"!jeling
0,j;
year ,to :r~ne~ a blasting ;Ii-. ·.-l!bout those use,r,~s,\l,-._
cense from·tlie Department of· 1 ~Thus, Clark'e'·said":tre.<!has
Mines and Minerals., ·· ._.. -;,i,~,m.Jriore· sympathy;fo~'sonieol18l
c • Ih:cist $700 perseinester°for~-':having to ,pay:ifo_mim'I@.'eJi.'eq~
tuition· last ·year· at:Morehead: ··ucation·:than,,som~®~l!ll!f;
State University. Butitliere,are.. , ·for; a,fishin~ lice~-~~~~-,¾
o~er charges, _t_o~,'.)\l:orehead, :::,~!lu _don t.mtY1;?1f,~~!!Jl*'
imposed.$145. p_er. s~mester in.-__J,llg,__ C~~ke -~~1!~ __;,,.'ii.i-:-.tX(i'.
mandatory fees. Tlie averagEf-: ~--But .i!· ~u,;._iio, y~ve-! ,;
housing: charge"at Morehel\d~-''pay:· ·. 'fn.V¼F~P"f"O:'J:~1:\'l'i

By MARK R.

CHELLGREN

- ··-.., .
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During his first year as president, he said, he asked Lunger how
he had managed to be president for
19 years.
·
.
"fie said, 'Don't look ahead and
',Y\>ITY about' something out there.
,; Just 'take. it one day
. a time and at
S?me POif!t Y?U _Will reach a destination and you will say Transylvania
needs a different kind of leader-

l·

ship'."

..

Unti! that day,' Shearer said
"It'? J:ie~n · a fast, enjoyable 'and
ennchmg 10 years, and I'm still
comfortable in that I am still marching toward some goals."

TRANSY:
President marks
decade atschool
Title: President, Transylva•
nia University
Age: 50 .

Career: Economics teacher and

program in professional -man•
agement, Albion College, 1975.-:
79;· vice president for finance,.
Transylvania University, 1979•
_83; president, . Transylvania,
1983-pr~nt.

head basketball coach, Universi•
ty of Kentucky Community Col·
. Education: Bachelor's de•
lege at Henderson,.1967-69; as,
sistant professor of economics, -"gree in ·accounting, 1964.- UK;
Ferris State Univet':!ity, 1969-71; master's degree. _in, diplomacy
graduate .assistant, pait-time . and international . coimneri:e;
teacher, Michigan State Univer• 1967, UK; master's degree in
sity, 1971-74; director of opera, economics, : . Michigan .•, ·State,
tions, director · of liberal arts 1973; Plill. in economics, Michi-

.

·•'.

gan State, 1981.
Boards,

appointments: :

Board of directors of Lexington Philharmonic Soci~ty. Lexington·
Chamber of · Commerce, Ken•
tucky Utilities Inc., Triangle
Foundation, Funds for the Arts; _ •
·advisory
board; ' Salvation ' '
Army; .QOard.of managers, Hen• •
ry Clay"Memorial Foundation. .... ,
' Personal: Wife,-Susan Pull·mg Shearer; sons,•· Todd; 23;''
Mark;· 21;- Scott, 19.
; -· .!.,i, :
•

__ ,. "~.,,::~:;~_,rel~~~der~rlque R~riguez.:
.·1.•.-:.:..,,,it'fr<n .:.!''" .•
· ·

;i,.

MSU ARCHl VL.j

MSU Clip Sheet
A ampllq of recent ardda of lntcrat to Morehead State Univenity
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U of L faculty, sta~brace for state cuts
...

.

.

.,

.

For U of L, .a cut of' 6 percent
For the report to the governor,
would mean a loss of $6.7 million. the administration will develop its
•.
The starting, point in pfahniog own ideas about the impact of the
State budget cuts ·this year ·.will budget cuts this year will have to be budget cuts, _relying on some ideas
mean: fewer- noo:Cacµ1t1,J9:~s Ayd Pl'!>g!'a11f~d1/C\i9~.andjobs, t,Iliiin from campus managers, he said•.
: part-time teache!'S' at'th~;, gmve,rs1ty : ,s.~!1 !n an \!l~ll1Y'l3W, :n.i,at's. ~ecallse •,,,/£ _the'f~cutty: 'senate m~liI!g;a ·
of Louisville and less seMce to the a senes ohtate· cuts-in: the1>~t:two pro{essbr"1¥,i_ked .i!. the. admi¢stracommunity, Provost Wallace. Mann years totaling more than $10 million tion· had 'considered rescinding the 2
s"aid yesterday.
·:. .
have ·left· U of.L' with 'few ways .to percent raises·.the''board voted to
Dale Billingsley, president of the save money that' won't affect- em-•. give UofL'employees•for the fiscal.
· faculty senate, said. the ~ts prob-, ployees and op~rations, he said,,,
year starting July 1. That: would
· ably also will mean a renewed figlit • The ·uruve!'liiJt~;ilready has, ·con- save· ·$2.2·. million. Mann ·said .the
over pay for faculty t.eaching _in the solidated· the ,,departments it cciuld ·. raises wouldn't be taken back.
summer and at night, and more while•maintaining business as close
. "Is it likely we are going to have
teaching for professors. · . · · •. · to· us'tial ... as ·possible,. Mann said.· .to let people ·go?" the professor
Statewide, universities liave been Now it will have to cut operations. asked'. Mann said that he thinks it is
·asked to plan budgef,ru,ts, or,2,:.4,
,,However, Ml!OO'said'Uoft will likely, though not yet certain.
and 6 percent, and they,, areto ,~- look firsrar~ommunity;-service·pro- • . Summarizing ·the impact of the
• port to Gov. Brereton· Jones' office grams .- 'such :as" encouraging 'its .. 'b.udget cuts, Billingsley said, "We
by July 21 on how the 'cufs wilfaf.• faculty and'staffto·provide.econom-: are keeping a 2 percent salary infect them, Mann said yesterday at a ic and social.statistics to the·city for . crease, which for most people at.the
U of L faculty senate meeting.
· little or no charge.
. . ,_. , university isn't much money, at. the
The state cuts are to· help save .up
U. of L's adminislrl!tion. has. _asked cost of a number of people's jobs.
to $2-76 million this year. They'have its mailagerst9:report,by Aug; 15 on
"It will be staffjobs," he ·said, bebeen requested because of an ex- how they can· cut 'up· to s·percent· cause most faculty members, other.
pected budget shortfall and a refund from.:their,budgets, and the central than part-time instructors, can't be
. of taxes that had been,paid by state administration·is•fooking·for ways laid off with less than a ·y~ar's·noresidents on federal pensions.
to reduce its costs, Mann said; ,
lice,
' By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
' Staff Writer

•'•1,t>,.11..;.,ff"!;~:·~,\;..
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LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER
THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1993

MOREHEAD<-- Ruth Stillings.Davis, .57,s 1007. Knapp.'Avenue, Morehead Sraie;,Uhivers.(tyZacadernic · supportc;,..servitffi:;;,,unit
counselor, wife o'EBeriiard 'Davis
died of cancer T\iesday. . Servi~
10:30 a.m; Friday, Ncirthctitt & Son
Home for Funerals,··· Visitation 5
pm. today. ContributiOJ11! suggested
to Morehead State trniversity ·Foundation for student financial aid'· or
Berea College Alumni Fund.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER
~ '
,.;;
···~- . -"~
.
TFIURS,DAY, JULY 8, 1993

...

. ··~•~ ~ executive -s·ear'~h -~6nsuJ.t!iiit'.
with:J.C ..Malone Associates:in
Louisville:- ·- • •·. , · " ,., ' ·• .· ·.
"In industry;. you'.re gohtg to
have·,the,top,guy. making. the
to~_amount," Herdelin·said, .

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

The date and location for the
founding of Transylvania University were incorrect in an article in
Tuesday's . Herald-Leader. The
school was founded at · Harrod's
, Run between Danville · and Fort
Harrod in '1780 and moved to Lexington in 1789. The article also
, gave the wrong,,first name for
i histpry professor.Pa.ul Full~,
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Panel softens language ca111ng~

for college· sports gender· equity
By DAVE KOERNER

where the participation ratio among
male-female athletes hovers around
<i
A task force on gender equity in 70-30 nationally. And with no wom~
college athletics has backed down en's sport similar to · football in
::,
from its initial proposal with a soft- · squad size, athletic directors and
0
7
ening of language that should give a business managers were left wona:
UJ
welcomed break to football pro- dering aloud how they would com·
a: grams.
ply with gender equity,
::J
0
In its preliminaiy report the 16"To give you an. idea, for I.SU to
u
membe~ task force called for parUJ
ticipation of men and women athiE letes
fulfill the proportionality issue, with
at all NCAA schools based on
football
factored in," Dean said,
the male-female ratio of a school's
"the
first
point where I'm 50-50
undergraduate enrollment.
would
be
to
have three men's sports
But in its latest move, following a
and 11 women's sports.
series of hearings across the coun"I see reverse discrimination if
try and scrutiny from the NCAA
we went that way. Gender equity
presidents' council, the task force
works both ways."
simply says that participation
In addition to the change in proshould be "substantially proportion.portionality, the task force:
ate" to a school's undergraduate
■ Agreed to endorse current fedpopulation.
eral regulations implementing Title
"That is everything to football,"
IX, the 21-year-old federal law proLouisiana State University athletic
director Joe Dean said yesterday.
hibiting gender-based discrimina·
"That was the whole issue to me."
tion in collegiate athletics.
. .. <
Dean, a member of the task force,
One of these regulations de~ :
was among five members of the
with "substantial proportionality-~
group opposed to the preliminaiy
the safe-harbor test"-. for determilirecommendation, all of them repre,1. ing Title IX compliance•. However;,.
senting major football schools.
in instances where proportionali!Y-1
' · has not been achieved, .continued
improvement and expansion of.'-il.
Under the earlier proposal, a
college athletics program will sll\!S·
school that had, for example, a 50fy the federal law.
· •'\'~.
50 ratio in male-female undergrad"What we have now is -a staleuate enrollment, would be required
ment .that proportionality .is. a goal; .
to have a like split in participation
but at the same time recognizes that ·
that ·probably won't happen imme;, ·
among athletes.
That recommendation, however,
diately," said
president.
- --Jim Whalen,
.
angered and frustrated many administrators at football schools,
I
,-

Staff Writer
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HE admirable quest for Graduation rates· fcir the first class
'equity in education has of athletes admitted,., under the
·
sometimes translated tougher rules climbed by 6 percent
into a short-sighted hos- overall and. by 8- percent for Afria.
tility toward standards.
'c-·
can-American men. At the UniverThe conflict is being played out sity of Louisville, which established .
again in Congress, as the· predict- even tougher standards, the rate
able. factions. battle over education improved by IO percentage points.
reform: Should the U. S., like-other
More than ·the new standards
industrial ·nations, set standards of was involved, of course. It took
achievement for students? Or is it new approaches and· new· attitudes
unfair to demand student achieve- and expanded resources. But
ment until school· districts meet would any of that have happened if
"opportunity to learn"· standards standards hadn't. been set? Would
for the resources they_ provide? . progress have. o_ccurred if· coaches ·
It's true, as critics poiht'out, that · remained.free to'shrug off.as socio- '
traditional measures have been too logically inevitable the waste of bunarrow. and often have· been used man potential? .. :: _...
to justify and perpetuate· inequal,
·Athletes tell us that when the go- ·
ities rather than to eliminate ~em. · ing gets tough,'the tough.get going:
But it is also true that the existence The NCAA experience suggests
of standards, combined,_with the· that the same will' hold .. true foi:
firm expectation that students can schools, and· this 'is· a particularly.·
and will achieve them, plays a po-. timely message.for Kentucky. ____ _
tent role in·young,people's:success,-.-.. - One,oLthe.c foundations oLtne.::Some light .. on. the., _argµment Kentucky Education ·m,fifxm -~~ ''"
came last week from' iin unlikely· a system of-achievement testing on source: the National Collegiate Ath- which schools will be judged. If
Ietic Association. Iii 1986; ·· the they can't show iiilprovemenrfrom
NCAA finally faced up .to the scan- year to year, the act makes clear
dalous fact that the- athletes· who it's the educators and not the stu:
brought so much glory to big-time. dents who should bear responsibiluniversities· rarely received· educa- ity.
. ·
ti~ns in ret1J?L So; .despitec-loud,
Doub~ers of _that .. approach· -cnes of unfauness,. the NCAA es-- here or m Washlngton---should:be,
tablished stricter academic: stan• • reminded of the progress by_NCAA,
dards that ente~g.athletes;had.to,_. universities -and:o_f,.the Iong:his, :
meet before being allowed to·play., tocy,·of.neglect ~the:absencecofi''i
Thednitial results·-are,now,;in:·•
·-~
. __ -,-., meaning(ul
. •' - standards·alloweli.-•:. . . ./.
.. ·j·.· '"'
··1

T

of Ithaca College and coschairman
of the task force. "But it .indicales:
that improvement and doing a ·bet,,
ter job along the way will satisfylfltle IX.
· ~· ,,
"What that means is that, may;be,.·
not today but down· the road,.
schools should be aiming at (estab• ,
lishing) proportionality to their-stu,
dent-bcidy numbers in participati0n,
and· how money is spent,, whether
it's for.scliolarships, recruiting;pr;a
coach's salary." - - . ,~.;r _':~~·''"
■ Recommended thak,coll~ ..
with gender-based
disparities ',
should develop specific plans.l,to,,
bring them into compliance. wittra't,-: ·
tie IX.
'•••l'M
. - ',_,; ,,;,,~•.:•'···.
All the recommendations will •be:,
incorporated into a final'report that : .
will be voted upon by the• NE:AA -e'x,:
ecutive ·council in a closed!sessiifu:(
nexl'month in Avon, Colo•.The {li!!IL
, proposal will be voted upon.,!lw:ing:;
the,:NCM~•armual,.;oonvenlkmMil
1
Jan1.uiry;iJl san.Antonioi b~y;ljf.: J'it
, ·-''The response to-the·pre~,
report told us that our , memlieni~
wantt-d a clearly stated,:long-J;lll!llll•i
goal, more guidance with,regarli'Jo:;
federal law, and more evidence:!df:,
specific plans to achieve:gendei.'!!(i,;,
uity,'' said Phyllis Howlett, assistant .•
commissioner of the Big ;Ten, f;li>nf·
ference · and co-chair• of• the ,t«s!t.'.
force.
., ..•
· ,·. ,,,;tH';'::
·"I think·
._.,_,..
. . we. deliveu:~.
:;·'--<:.·"'""'
~ lJ"4~'k:
· A.:deCISl~m,to }O!'fen-.wnmmt;t2'•
the proportional1ty JSsue might · ,
·. p):Cvented a. r,novement l!,lllQ!lg:s.onie :
football schools, especially .those.bi.,
the College Football Associatlon,.to
withdraw from the NCAA.·
· '·· ·
--..I don't see that. as,.immineiif-'
now," said Baylor University atliilitt·:
· ic director Grant Teaff, ·anothet-~ iforce niember and footb"all'coiicii,iil ,
Baylor for 21 years. "I think ,wh'1it ;
took place in_.oef,fJML;iiieeting.'
eased that tens10n/J ,.,~,., ,.. •~'<'~. 1
''-'Said Dean: ''Theri=~'iii'jloff~;\
~k !lfter that first. ~1>9[J,~t~tlie;,
Michigans,. the I.Sus,. theiAlabamllll.1
_and 'the Texases·:qf~tlij!fWQ"t•:;
schools:with ~elf:suppof!:!!d=~csi
programs ,.;. would get; out ,of;tflij~
(NCAA) m:id form our' owir assdl!f..:
ation: - ,'J
,·:;:-~~~~~~tr
''We were saying,;'We'll abldir.liy}
Title· IX, but we don'.t:need(tbls-)~:!
'Besides Dean and,iTeaff?·o~
task-force members'.•wlio :dissent~
with the preliminary.report:were'~
dith Albino, president,otColcimdo;1
Dick ,Ro~enthal,. athletii!:dµ:ectorf,af:
Notre Dame; and•!fom -Hansen~h~4
ecutive director of the-Pacific·®:
Conference
-·-' ... ' ' ,, ''"'. ;,iif..
- The football.rep~,=;
ever; fell short of;call,ing:th,e;I
l
decision · a· victory·> foi:jpf~
schools.- --__ ~
1~!'5
"I was sure that-wlfen-I left tliat,
room that every~d:run-•.i- _
icand,i.declate¼,~,n~}'.jf
' whlch side-you're on;,.":Wiiiiifu.silitf:i ·
1
~)•

.·i)

,.. ,~;A:,:~

.State~
payroll
to shrink
by2,500
Plan will save
$62 million a year
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Looking for
a.way to bring·the state budget into
balance, Kentucky's top budget architects agreed yesterday_ thaLthe
state payroll will be cut by at least
2,500 full-time workers by this time
next year.
The chairmen of the General Assembly's budget committees said in
a letter to the governor's office they
will insist that the next budget
meets a law that caps the number of
permanent, full-time executivebranch employees at 33,000.
The law was enacted in 1982,
when the number of state workers
was below 33,000. But the law was
suspended for most subsequent
budgets. The state now has 35,509
permanent, full-time employees.
The letter noted that, assuming
an annual cost of $25,000 per employee, a reduction in !Jermanent
full-time workers from 35,509 to
33,000 would save the state
$62,725,000 per year.
The budget committee chairmen,
Rep. Marshall Long and Sen. Mike
Moloney, said in intelViews that reducing such state expenses as payroll is the only long-term way- to
bring· state spending in !in~ with
revenue. _
The Jones administration is developing a plan to cut about $250 million - or about 5 percent of.General Fund spending - from the budget to meet an anticipated shortfall in
revenue for the budget year that
ends next June 30.
Long, D-Shelbyville, and Moloney, D-LJi~n, ,tiave been involved in the'administration's devel.... .... .;.S

opment of the cutback plan, which
is expected to be announced late
this month. They said yesterday that
no decision has been made as to
whether that plan will include layoffs ,of state employees.- But, like
Jones, they said that layoffs are_·being considered.
Long and Moloney said their letter is intended to give Jones warning that, _regardle_ss· of• how the
shortfall in revenue is addressed in
this fiscal year, they plan_ to use
their considerable influence to see
.that the 33,000-~mgloyee cap is met
. in tlie 1994:gobudget, which will be
adopted during the 1994 legislative
, session.
•· -.,,. --- .
__ Jones',. Cabinet,.secretary, Kevin
Hable,,.said Jones is. ''.in complete
agreement" with··.Long ·and· Moloney. Hable said _a: final decision
has not yet been made on.layoffs, or_
whether sufficient reductions can _b_e
. attained by hiring- freezes or other
less painful methods.
_ .
But Hable stressed, "Gov. Jones
is ·committed fo -reducing the-work
force over. the nexfyear so that our
administration_ .v,:ill be in a positiol).
to submit a budget.to, the-1994 Genera!. Assembly:,based·- on not 'more
than 33,000_.permanent,. full-time
E\mploy~es,'.'· .. " , :··: _ ,_ o ; •. _:·
Long said lie thiriks.some layoffs
ariUikely· in tlie plan to be an;
nounced this month. "I hate to see
it. Lots ·of-state workers live in. my
district," Long said. "But to solve
our budget· problem in the long
term, you have )o cut. recurring
c'6sts,".'and.:cuttiiig·.;ecurring costs
means.'cµttiiig.peopl~" ·.,- .. -., .";.
. Hable said that Department of
Personnel records show that the
state had 30,796. permanent, full.
time employees in December of
1983 when Gov. John Yi Brown Jr:
left office: Tlie Iilimb·er grew.Jo
36;260 in De~ember. of 1987" when,

Gov. Martha Layne Collins' term .
ended but has fallen to 35,509 as of
last month.
.
In another budget matter yesterday, House Speaker Joe Clarke said
that Jones had falsely blamed the
budget crisis on pet projects placed
in the budget by lawmakers.
During a radio intelView with the
Kentucky Network Tuesday Jones
said: ''.All of those legislators, plus
the· executive- branch of government, have pet projects that they
would like to see funded - things
that they want to see the state invest
in, whether it be education, or
whether it be health care, or whether it be a new state park, or whether
it be a renovation of an existing
staie
a new road or a new
scliool, whatever.. .-And because of
that, you see a lot of optimistic projections so that they can get their
pet project into the budget."
· -:
Clarke, D-Danvllle, told reporters:
"I-thought-he (Jones) was way off
base saying that. I.think he's dead:
wrong. And I think if he wants to·
build a decent- relationship with the,
General Assembly he needs to quitlllaking .statements like that."
_
Clarke acknowledged that somelegislators succeed in getting pet'
construction projects placed in the_
bµdget :But he-said the problem of:
balancing the. budget is thattax rev-enues liave not met predictions con:.
\ained in the-budget.
.
.
Frank A,shley, Jones' press secre-•
tary, said Clarke misundersteod or
he_ard .only part of Jones' comments·_
in the intelView because Jones mentioned the executive branch - no_t'.
just the legislative branch - in_ his.
comments.
·
. Also yesterday, Clarke and Sen-'
ate.President John "Eck" Rose said.
the legu,dature wiU go ahead with.
plans · to take over a wing_ of the,
Capitol Annex for office space, -but'.
will move slowly in recognition of _
t)!~ budget pinch. An architect will,
be hired to.draft plans for legislative
6fficea '.on.:the second, third. and'
fourth
floors of the Annex.
.- , ·.;
.
•
·---:.__~!
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For first time, Jones says
state workers will b·e laid off·
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ....,. Saying that
state government is "fat and it's
slow. and it's bloated," Gov. Brereton Jones said for the first time yesterday that his budget cutback plan
will include layoffs of state workers.
Jones made some of his strongest
statements to date about the flabbiness of state government and the
need to reduce the number of state
•employees and programs during im•
promptu interviews with reporters
yesterday. While he said he hoped
to reduce the payroll as much as
possible through attrition, he said
Jayoffs would be required.
The governor did not say how
many layoffs he will seek in the
plan. he will announce late this
month to cut about $250 million in
spending this year. That amount
represents about· 5 percent of the
state's General Fund.
Jones <!id formally agree with the
position of. the legislature's budget
chairmen that the state"s permanent
work force be reduced by at least
2,500 by this.time next year.
Those chairmen, Sen. Mike Moloney and Rep. Marshall Long, de-.
livered a letter to·Jones Wednesday

in which they said they will insist first 18 months of his administration.
that the next two-year state budget But starting about a month ago,
(which takes effect next July) honor when a revenue shortfall of some·
a state law that caps the number of $250 million was predicted for this
permanent full-time executive- fiscal year, he began trumpeting the
branch employees at 33,000. That's need to cut fat from the budget.
about 2,500 fewer workers than the
"The day is gone - and ought to
state employs today.
be gone - when the attitude of
In a letter he sent them yesterday, state government is that if we need
Jones wrote, "Not only must we re- more money we just go to the taxduce the permanent full-time state payers and ask them for more. I ·
employees to 33,000 . • . but I be- think they expect us to go ahead·
lieve that we must continue to elimi- · and economize and make the· cuts
nate programs and positions as effi- that need to be made," Jones told.
cient management may dictate."
The Kentucky (radio) Network.:. ·' . •
He told reporters , ''What we're • He also said he had no apology
talking about here, is dealing with · for remarks he made earlier ··this
people's jobs and dealing with their week in which he·said both·~i!'ex,i
lives and we have to be veiy sensi- ecutive and legislative liran'cliess
tive to that.He stressed that state have been guilty of pushing· fortoo.:
laws- and regulations will be fol- much spending on pet projects•.
lowed in making any layoffs. (The
House Speaker Joe Clarke .. had .
state last laid off workers in 1980, criticized Jones, saying the gover•
under Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Sollie nor misunderstood -the reasons for•
of the workers got their jobs back the state's budget woes. But' Jones,
when the courts ruled that the layoff said yesterday: "The point of.my re-,.
process had violated state law.)
marks was to say that I am willilig.,
But Jones added, "I think it's· also to stand up and take the responsi-,
equally important to say that we bility to get this monster under con•.,
have a responsibility to the taxpay- trol - this monster of state govern••
ers of this state to cut out the waste ment. ••• And the sooner we.-• .,,
that exists in state government."
agree fo work together to solve it;·.
Jones didn't highlight the issue of the·sooner we're going to solve·,this,
cutting state government during_the problem."
·:. j_)

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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By Bob_ Gelger
.
. '
' ayo ,. 1s:not rea l~tip, e Sll/.,. .. . w9u qime. '"· ~,,'j:)•:·,fJ h!l.:; •i"~,i ,; . ,,
,"~JRPlff:1 w., p ql'.~!- ,,!~t l'l~''ht,.. ~rr1 oe . , . I I' ! . .' . ' '
Herald-Leader pollllcal writer
I don_!_ thmk/(OU:pm do that much
'· Lee Jackson, !presiae!Jt ,of''the,'
tlve llrancll1 no Iias
u~ . Slit e_ ~
1ts'w~r.; -~ ,,1 ,
FRANKFORT - Some state through attrition} .
Kentucky Association .of~tate Em,· ·1. ,500 "';O~~~f:. ('r.::t\?Jt 'Ui (},;,th~ \\111!\.of ;33,~~~-"~,lor~!)Qlle:
workers wi!I be laid off as a result
Although about 2,000 workers pl?yees, :5<1id workers in;danger of· : State-'.,faw' setsl_tlle''Uimih at,;,;,l:31d,! '. · ·,
1:l1J!of the states bud~et shortfall, Gov. leave state government each year, bemg. laid off sh?~ld be__ ~old of ~3,QOO, but that I~w has
rouJones' admiriistraµgH will follov
Breretori_ Jones said yesterda~.
Jones said, the state will not be able other Job opportumties_w,ithm ~tate tinely suspended m each budget. , the layoff pr~ttre,~b~\lirioo·· b
. ~rev1?usly, )~nes and his_ ad- to cut all those positions. Certain govern1?1ent. As many Job opemngs : Jones has said the state
state law, he said. ! u!, 1.. , ·.
mmistrahon offioal~ had adnutted positioris, such as .prisori guards, as possible should be filled t!u"o~gh ibudget shortfall "of $200 million to
Jackson said
~hf foi
layoffs were possible but 1!,id n!-11"8es and s~te troopers. are con- ~nsfers ra ther than new hires, hei 1$300 million. Long, D-Shelbyville,. attempts to reduce ex .:"-~iitli-es' be
s~ay4i away 0 acknowledgmg s1dered essential, and t~e workers said.
;and Moloney; D-Lexingtoit, estimat- fore making layoffsJ'jjl;) said. th,
t at t ey w~u
e necessa':Y.
must be replaced, he said.
. On Wednesday, House budget ed that cutting 2,500 jobs would Jones administration! Has railed tc
Jones said he agrees with key
chief M~hall _Long an_d Senate :. save the stafe $62 million
provide s
of l\bwHt Ji; !J:yin .
lawmakerswhosaythestatemust
Jones would not provide any budget chief Michael Jl_. Mo.Ioney: \ , ",,-,:.
•·' ·• 1 , ' .. 'tc•- t'th'p 't" f tat"ll\'i!i-Hm··f
reduce its work force by 2,500 estimate of how many state work- gaveCabinetSecreqrry,Kev,inHable · , Administration !)fficials hope to ocu,_.. ecos s~ s, , e:'fl';'T,; ::; ~
1
employees_within a year.
. . ers would have to be laid off to .a I~tter asking that Jones' ,budget, have a.pl31_1_by early next___ tµonth to ..
He also sai? he
tedly
"To thmk that you could ebm1- make that kind of reduction. He which would take ·effect July 1, ·reduce,fl:e sire of,state-gQvemment, asked for meetings :witwJf>Jles,,.buf
nate 2,500 jobs without having also declined to say where the cuts 1994, include no more than 33,000 Jones said.
the governor has not responded.
.
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Some students._ will~ lose
grants under;·new='·~es;,,
.,
.•-.7

.

'

.

z. HERSHBERG
,, New--:Albany,: said, Hoosier. students may
Staff Writer
.
have fared worse than students in other
.
. .; ·· 'i states, because state aid programs'.changedi
Because of changes in a-federal -student., in step with the federal program.
aid program, Erica.Brasher; 22; knows she · She estimated that' 200 ·of !US' nearly·
will have to scrimp more. and work even 6,000 students may have-lost their eligibility,.
harder if she's to complete her senior year for the grants. Together with cuts• in state '
at the University of Louisville.
grants based on need; the loss coµld total
The reason: She is no longer eligible for a more than $3,500 for•the neediest students;•
Pell grant of up to $2,300, even though the she·said. . ,
,
• ·.
grant
helped
IGng most:
S81d. .stushe
cover program
her tuition
and - - - - - - - - - . . - - - ·' thinks:
living costs last year
C._
;
■ tli·."·-:$& billi
:__
dents ..,are making
and her financial situn&ngeS In Et! ' On:-"~" up for. the lossi'of.:
'ation is no better this federal Pell grant prograni state ,.__and fed~
year · ·
·
·-- ...
·
· grants· by- bom>wjust- have to
wilhnake it more,difficul~ ing,ni,ore. T1ie fed-;
workand·toughitout
fo
I d"" ·c1· ·nt· :.:,~ era1:s)afford·Loan.
a year;" _said;Brasher,:
-. r some. n epe"'. e
,'\! program has"been'
of Providence, Ky.
. students-those not ·'""" made more accessi~She already puts :in· supported bv tlieir parents1'" \bl!l~ ii119Wing
about 30. hours . a
· , . .
.
.. "·· dents ...who don.t
week as .a.telephone·
·,, -10 gettgrants,.,.,;;,;•~.:::·, ', qualifyo~ ihe basis,
credit collector and
'
· ,.,
''""""'of-financial.need to,
goes .. to... school full
·''"''' '"" · •.,, ,.,,:;,,."",,borrow money.
·
d
' the aca•
'trest
time.
unng
,., ,,;,._,,, .;, ....-~11·"
" owever, me
demic year.
·
.
on. the"l~am,· J:>egins•·accruing immediately"
Uke Brasher, hundreds of -college stu• forthose-students;:while the interest meterdents in Kentucky and Indiana-~- have to ·,.doesn't sllirttunriirig for needy students·un•'
go without ~~ Pell. ~ts. this> year,· til)!{teri~ei'graii~te,'.~; .; ... r.: ,: ~.
The changes m. th~ ,$6 billion._federal, pl'Q, ·.,,,,,King S\lld:She ki\o~.,of:on~.W~ student;
gram: for low-mcome stude'!ts gen~rallY"''wlm:has,..decided,to en!ist_in the,militmy.
p!ll,de it more difficult for independent stu'. ·..
tbim liltendiscliool
lhiHilian"'
dents·under age 2~1to qualjfy~said'J;llake.. -ciat;' ·c1:·ex1:_.i<,RJ'" d['_h ,., .".~ .. -.....,
·"-•"f"•
m n . .....,.an s e s : c o.. =
~
Tanner, director oflfinancial'"'at'U'
1
Ji!"· ' ,oft:···
, '-''othiito·will.diop,oiit ofrschool;ratJiiij,:thiiii,
.,IndePeJ!~enl students are thosewh(!:don t· .. ·,:;:i r.:- ·1· ,_' ',_~,.,; " ,a ,, ...... ,...,_>.=,,~~"'''"'
live'will(their parijnts and wii'ose' P8;riilits .,..~1!pu=~~ K~tu~d~'tb~;;
d~n_lclaim them IIS,)~l!/18ndents 0:,:!h'f~~..,;y..t.how many'ol:'its'3,6001'elJ gi'alif'fecipiretums. _
.• 0i 1
<> • ,.....,,.., • l'i'~will be 'affected by the changes in eligiIncpast years, m~ndent students'tCQUld;f!b~iJlh> But Ni
• Wi ·
istant direc
i 8 P II " if th had
"" at,
,...
1IDllll iggins, ass
•
_or •. !. ~ t ._ ey,, -- ,~!!I= .. ·~tnr'of financial aid for the Lexington cam•
,OOO,m1mm1111>
m
the
previous
Y!l!U'.,our..,11
that
it
will.
t
.
themselv :r
J!US.. ows
pu morepressureon
p~g ey suppo_, , • -,· · l!l!,ie -~~;'.;il& to be self-supporting or face more
sl!l!!,--;:\'!l!,tt~Y ~f qualifying,wastelimi..:i• .. °'
·
.
.
nated this year by O,ngress,
ca.• uzs·1et-'1ebt,: •
.; Tannel".estimated ,that 250,of...the,more;,ao;,'P.!,ere IS an appeal. process for students
than 4,000 lfcifL students,onr-Pell·'granls:-• affected.by.the changes in eligibility,W'ig_,. ed bYt1fe.'Al.nft;;----..
L"eJi""''l1u.ortl
which lets _the ·UK financial-aid '
were w,ect
""""6eS IIl
6"'w,y_.,,.,ri,i,i'.;.l5aicl;·
~?.
Pat !Gng, director. of student financial aj!." office take ·special circumstances into ac~af,Tfufiaiiaillniversity
Southeast in count
in making t:,anIll_award..
,-,,,.-::;..,.,~_,~.:;;.,',,;'~~_j :
DID _ 'It
.
•
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Shortfall in General Fund forces·
state to amend budget estimates
By MARK R. CHELI.GREN
Associated Press

·

FRANKFORT, icy. - Kentucky's
General Fund tax receipts for the
fiscal year that just ended fell short
even of lowered predictions, leaving
the state in an even deeper financial
hole to start the new year.
The Finance Cabinet announced
yesterday that receipts for the year
that ended June 30 were
$4,511,721,822 - about $12 million
short of estimates.
That does not mean necessarily
that the state ended the year with a
deficit because final spending fig.
ures have not yet been calculated,
The state generally closes its books
by mid-month.
Senate Appropriations. and Rev•
enue Committee Chairman Mike
Moloney, D-Lexington, said the fig.
ures were not cause for alarm, just

more bad news.
.
ing-about cutting out."
.
"We're not in a deficit situation
Gov. Brereton Jones has already
because we've reduced spendingJo said the shortfall this year could·be
cover that," Moloney said.
$200 million to $300 million. ·
Fmance Secretaiy Pat Mulloy said
Mulloy said the legislative and exthe state ended up holding about ecutive branches are going to coop$106. million in tax refunds .at the erate on making new revenue estiend of the year, a bit higher than- mates, including revisions for this
earlier announced.
.
year.
Kentucky now has to see its rev•
The revenue receipts for 1993
enue receipts grow by nearly- un-- show-what Mulllly called ·a "mixed
precedented amounts this year - liag'' for the status of Kentucky's
more than 11 percent --in order to · economy as well.as for the future.
meet estimates. .
. •:..
..Sales-tax receipts; the second
Revenue rece.ipts,to.the General largest source of tax money, grew
Fund have increased by double dig- by 7.3 percent.its only once in the past decade,, Individual · income-tax receipbi,
That was in 1991 following the larg; the largest· tax source, grew by 3~
est general tax illcrease . in the j>en:eilt, bulithose. munbers maybe
state's histoiy.
skewed by the holding of the ff!'
"We aren't going to have 10 per• fliilds,
·
cent growth," -Moloney said. "That's
Q>rporate income taxes fell by-6
the reason we're looking.,at cutting pen:ent and, coal severance tues
out the amount of money we're-talk• and inheritance taxes also droppm.
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PrichardJ'€ommittee:
to help·redo'.':progra~s~
for tra1mng teache:rs;y
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By MARK SCHAVER
Staff Writer
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town··to· apply- to•foundaticins<.for
grants to pay for the effort, Ci)>uch
said.. :· ··
•· · ' . ·• ·
. The Prichard C'.nmrniltii~r~'state-;
wiile"cltizens. ou ·baseifin '.Lex•
ington·'· 'madefttuf<wiiiiince;neni:
yesterday during its aruiiiiil'riieeting
at•Shakertown. .: ;J''-":'f;J1)m-li";\i

Prichard Committee -·for· Academic:
Excellence will help ·-Georgetc;,wn,
College revamp its teacher.prepara!ion progi:ams t9 meet ~~a1s;9~the. 1990. ·~!!tl!~,JM,i~!'.fur~ · "Tlie~ciin\mitite~wds"J&'it'e~~-,
form Act. . . .
..::.:;,,-:r_.:.:··,:
.•·,, -,,,. ..
·''·"'"''-'~•"n.p;-J.!.=,
· ·. ___
,.nt.R~
........u:. -~1::. pnme-:..:movers-,uc::wuu-}
mt:- 1,:eronn.
''.We're. still .teaching,undergi:ad- act;''aiid·'lt'receiitl'' tie, ' • T
l~:
uate students'how :Io,riln·atmilli, more'attiintiorion,~li'atffiege$''aiid;
meter projectors, ~,,~i Bjll:~!'Ol!£~1 universities can .do:,to'ilfefp/jllemen-..
the college'.~ ,pres1~e~· "N:oy,m~)S tary,aiuHsecondaryfsi:h~ols.9- r~'l'li
1nieeiing'sfi9.iiso~'!,y ·
schools . have ;,11?;-~t!l!VP,51>Jl1£1. · "ki
tors anymore.
. . . , . .. .'(SIJ the;ciiinmiti'ee;.teacherircomj,lamed;
The , college began,. \ookingh_. . thatcolleges'1atid•umveisiti~iifc!'lit;.
ways to 'chapge its }.•/!l'Jii,;)1£l!r,· tie' fo helj{them-niiltte clmifg~;~4
grams a year ag(!)>~~e- q,.1:99;;· that their students' did' not ,uliifer,,
cem that students,Werenotlelll'llµlg stand>'how,to· teachfliSJtfie'.'fffonn··
how to teach. as·:~Joi:,-1'¥\,.th~- act•requires:f,1',.c~. ~:% ,s,, ,~1;;;.1-1
reform act, croucliusai~/u-..l ... ~, . ''ii· _,,·.~"! ....
_ ... , •-··":~. ,.,_ ..!t~'"•• ..• ,. /--..-:.~IlJ!~•.1!.· . ' :All:across-Ainel'i~,ttie'}!Ygpfotr:
Among the new tliiilgs'teaclien.."is'fwliether"co1I'egesliot'lecft#tiilir>
must -learn·..~ :~O\Y: to, .~-~~~1!11"·· have1moved1f11st:<ertougtt1t1Y.l:b!U)ge,
ungrad_~-11~ !'!P~n~,J,~\};" :th~lv~lJ1saic1,'!!0~i~onlttiu~.
new kinds !If, testln~,-and; to;~~,- coimnittee,s,.,1execu~~1.dh:ector~.
compl!ters,. 5illd·· ~ !?: ;Aj!l~~;af. "This is il l0-yeiiN1ldlissue:l!,:j'io'lt
coIDllllttee member.; .-.:o;,«rt. .m.q :, . ,Sexton sald1.otherrKentuckyr-col'"Yfre h\Jping .~lieges_.; ~~-upi- leges, have·bee_n-changing,hi1recenr._·
vemties·can·help·us
m:over.these:
•t eet· goa1s _10· f •the·' re£Ol'JII;.
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.State lacks money
to fully·fund KERA,
legislator· says.
Moloney offers
hope that cuts,
will be minor
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

The Sunday Independent. Ast1land, Kentucky,

July 11. 1993

MSU exhibit is sa1nple
of new artists' spark
By MARY BARKER

Student art exhibits are always enlightening. Even when
the art work is not particularly well-executed, student
shows contain a fresh energy
and experimentation that
often sparks new art trends.
The "Master of Arts Exposition" currently on display in
the main gallery at Claypool
Young Art Building, Morehead
State University is no exception. It contains the work of
six graduate students with
very different styles and techniques.
The exhibit is chock full of
monotypes. Some are black
and white, others painted in
color, and some are hand colored after printing.
·
Robert- Davis,' whose study
of art has followed a bachelor's degree in music, hand
colors his monotypes with ·colored pencil. He uses strong
whimsical line with a soft coloration that reflects the studied rhytbm of his music background. One small print titled
"After a Contemporary" is my
pick for "Best of Show."
Charles McDaniel teaches
art in junior and senior high
school in southern Kentucky.
When asked why .he chose to
color his monotypes with cray-

on he said, "I looked for- materials that would be available
to my students. Since most
schools don't have money for
special supplies these days, I
have used common materials
that will be available iil the
classroom."
The most traditional artist
of the group is Sally Ann Defosse· who teaches exceptional
and advanced students in
Brown County, Ohio. Her
black anii white photographs
and monotypes of cats are well
done and portray a unique
perspective of this often cliched subject matter.
The black and white monotypes and drawings of Terry
Moshier who also teaches art,
contain excellent use of line.
His series of tree trunks is
very moving. It is difficult to
refer to them as landscapes as
they contain many portraitlike qualities.
David Wallen, who will be
teaching art at Prestonsburg
Elementary School this fall,
puts his best foot forward with
two sculptures. Although they
appear to be cold-cast bronze
at first glance, they are actually made from vermiculite
and glue. He too was searching for• materials that would
be available to him in the
classroom.
·
Walien also has a computer

graphics program in the exhibit that kids everywhere
would enjoy. The programtakes the viewer on a tour of
the two-story main gallery
where this· exhibit is on display. The kids at Prestonsburg
are- in for a real treat next.
year.
The real cavalier of this ta]-·
ented class of graduate . students is John Cox. The only
one of the group whq plans t.9_:
make a career as •an artist; i
Cox chose to exhibit- a sei:ies''I
of large, non-objective -paiiil:'lj
ings.
: _ i: ·;·~~
- He. use~ the same oil,bas.~!,11!.
printmg mk that the other!!:
use in their monotypes.,but'heJ
paints it on. His surface is
bo_dy bags!
Yes, body bags. He says he
was given a stack of them and
decided to use them to paint
on since the provided a large;
workable surface. This color-·
ful series hangs on the: bal<cony between the two levels: of
the gallery adding pizzazz · to:
the exhibit.
The exhibition is on .display-,
through July ·16. Gallery h9µrs.
are weekdays from 8 a.m .. to·4:
p,m.
' •;
MARY BARKER, a local,artist-·:!

with a master's in art'history;· :·
wrote this review.
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in confron_ting. educatior, cuts
Associated Press

MURRAY - Kentucky's public
universities should avoid intramural squabbling for state money
during the latest rounds of funding
cuts for higher education, a college
president said yesterday.
Eastern Kentucky University
President Hanly Funderburk also
told the Council on Higher Education that he and other· university
presidents think the council should
remain a strong advocate for university funding.
Funderburk made his remarks
after the council was briefed by two
deputy state budget directors, Ron
Carson and Bill Hintze, who said
they: . expected. higher-education
budget cuts during fiscal 1994 will
be the 12th in the last 14 years. ·
Carson said the universities will
face tough budget choices next year
because the state won't have any
new revenue sources. Hintze said
officials in Frankfort are not thinking• of a tax increase, and state
revenue has fallen far short of
projections. .
''We need taxes to grow,"

Hintze said. !'Right now we have as .
many growing backward . as forward."
··.....
There was. no diSCl!SSion of-the
size of budget reductions during. the
coming schOQf:year,.but Uniyersity
of . Kentucky_ C',President<Charles .
Wethingt;mi,said thL_uruversities;
should look to the council for !ead-ership.
"We've got a responsibility to
present.the needs of higher education," Wethington said. "If we don't
present the needs, who' will?· We
need to do whatever possible 'to· get.
the funds for big~;: _educati~?,t~j
meet those_ needs. . .- '\ ~.- >·\\i-.:S·i-~
In· other ~ction, the" cbunciif!;J
.. ,..
• . . • ....• ,- _.'1-..,1. ~• approved a joint doctoral: program in educational administration•
between the Univ:er-,ity of,Llni.isville
and.Western Kentucky University.·
Several board niembers)cominend:'
ed the plan as a way to save mgney
at a time when funds are scarce.
.• allocated $450,000• m· equine..
education funding for ·the' 1993-94,.
school year; including $30,000 each .
for Morehead -State University,
Murray State University, UK and
WKU to construct hay storage facilities.
·
Also, Murray State was granted,
$150,000. to help pay for a $500,000
equine teaching facility to be built
bel;,W,een 1994 and 1996.

Albright posed a list of questions _for .members to ponder,
several focusing on the impact
of instructional change on colleges.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Jones launches
a study on school
consolidation
By MARK SCHAVER
Staff Writer

)

PLEASANT HILL, Ky.
Gov,
Brereton Jones said yesterday that
it is "highly illogical" and "ridiculous" for the state to have. 176
school districts, and he asked a citizens group to study how to consolidate some to save money. .
Jones also promised to fully fund
the Kentucky Education Reform Act
in his next budget. The money
could come from changing the
state's tax system during the next
session of the General Assembly or
during a special session soon afterward, he said.
The governor stopped short, however, of saying he would give local
schools the amount of money promised in this year's budget He said
that he must look everywhere for
cuts to make up for a revenue shortfall of $250 million or more and that
the "overwhelming majority of Kentuckians" feel education should
share the burden with other parts of
state government.
•
"It's . illogical to assume that
there's no waste in education,"
Jones told the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence at its annual meeting at Shakertown.
Jones asked the committee, a
state-wide citizens group, to work
with legislators, the Education Department, the · state · school board
and education interest groups to
recommend ways to reduce the
number of school districts. Each
county has a district, and there are
56 independent districts.
"I find it highly illogical to assume that it's in the best interests of
the taxpayers' dollars or of education in general for a state the size of
ours to ~ave 176 school. districts,''
Jones Sll!d. "We have to have the
c9urage to address that question."
: Jones' remarks drew a lukewarm
reaction from state legislators, who
said they would ci>nsider ways to
reduce the number of districts but
were not enthusiastic about it.
: "I'd go slow at this point - I
wouldn't. want to jump in," said
House Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Danville. "I'm not sure this is a majorleague solution to our problems at
tliis point, but it wouldn't hurt to
look at it." ..
:Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
said the General Assembly looked
at consolidating school districts
when it was considering the reform
act but soon dropped the idea. Consolidation isn't a short-term solution
to the state's budget problems, he
added.
"It would be extremely difficult to
do and fraught with more political
problems than the results would
merit," Baker said.

State law allows school districts
to consolidate, and the number of
school districts has declined over
the years. Kentucky had about 120
county school systems and 388 independent school districts in 1922,
when the General Assembly barred
new independent districts, according to "The Kentucky Encyclopedia."
The Education Department also
began setting higher requirements
for curricula, buildings and teacher.
certification, driving up costs for
, school systems and leading to the
consolidation of many districts, especially in poor counties, the encyclopedia said ·
But the trend toward consolidation has slowed in recent years, and
there are only five fewer districts
this year than in 1980, according to
the Education Department.
Any proposal to force consolidation is.sure to draw opposition from
independent districts, many formed
because town residents were more
supportive of education than were :
people living out in the counties.·
One example is Harlan County.
The Harlan independent district is
considered one of the best in Eastern Kentucky, while the county system has been plagued with problems that prompted the state school
board to take it over for a year.
Independent districts "are islands
of excellence, and we want to be •
very careM about changing to a
system that does away with !hat,"
said Sid Douglass, a lawyer from
Harlan and a Prichard Committee
member.
But many Prichard Committee
members welcomed Jones' remarks
about consolidation. ''We're getting ,
into a financial time where radical
ideas are appropriate to discuss,"
. ·said Chairwoman Lois Weinberg.
On Sunday, Sen. Mike Moloney,
D-Lexington, the· chairman of the
Senate budget committee,· told the
Prichard Committee , that the state
would not have a ·budget problem
now if the General Assembly had
extended the sales tax to services in
1990 instead of increasing .it from 5
cents to 6 cents.

Public school
districts in state
VEAR
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
1993

NUMBER
.,,,...........
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............

237
211
193
181
176
176

Source: Kentucky Department
of Education

Jones did not say yesterday how
he wanted. to change the tax system,
but he said he would consider extending the sales tax to services.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson proposed
that idea in 1990, but it got nowhere
in the face of opposition from interest groups who would have had to
pay it.
Jones, who was a member of the
Prichard Committee before he entered politics, applauded the committee's announcement Sunday that
it would help Georgetown College
revamp its teacher-preparation pro.
gram to help graduates learn to
teach in the new ways called for in
the reform act. .Jones said he was
forming a task force to look.at ways
all the state's colleges and universities could do the same thing.
He called education his "No. I
priority."
"I pledge to you to day that when
this administration is over, we will
pass to the next administration a
balanced budget, and it will be a
budget that will include full funding
for the Kentucky Education Reform
Act," he said.
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:· But the 66-page report by the
l;J$ersity of Maryland's lnstitl!te
for• Research .in ffigher & Adult
Education rejected the provost ari,mgement. Consultants Robert Ber•
dalll; a Maryland higher-education
p!_'Ofessor, and -. Harold Enarson,
pll!Sident-emeritus of Ohio Universify, concluded that UK was best
sei:ved by its current system.
,......
. ,~,.
•Wethington retained the consul-,,
ljyJUCHARD W!UiON
munity college system. The three
tim~ last year after another round
~~Writer
cblincellors, who seive as both the ·
cif.,?tate-provok¢ byc!get cuts. Iii a
D18JI1orandumJjist.weei to UK's fac. .
•emic and administrative heads,
: IECINGTON, Ky. - A consulu!_oc•and staff{ li1fwd· 1$1,was ac,..:
report to Wethington.
tanVs report bas recommended that
;,During a review of UK's adminisl cepfing the-cioiffifil''ianls( -rt.";'.;';;;~:'
the:Univemty of Kentucky retain its
tration last y~. tw(? study groups '.'Iil.sliQit,Jtbe'ciiijsi~='hm;
top;level administrative structure
deta_;.;;;., thal;1Jie~' , .--••. •••. ;.:
Sllggested the creation of a p~
liutihift more duties from President vost's office, with that official be.
making signifill!!nt,:p~
Jmder.
mi&rles Wethington to the school's. ' C!Ollling the university's chief acathe,
chancellor~
aild,that 'the,
thriie chancellors. .
4erffec_ officer answerable to tl!e
theoretical 0""lnG· Of0 ,the,"p~-Oilder the 11-year-old structure,,
president. The groups' reports sug'
,.. '' ""''·"-""
cliancellors now head UK's_ main
mocfei'.m~_.~--.
Joi,t!!e';p~c_l:itjJJJ
gei.1ed that this more centralized
strengths and ~P-)tential"of,lh,e~
ciampus at Lexington; the Albert B.
s,e11;ip would increase administrative
Clmndler Medical Center, also in
sector model,' •~ he ·said. .«n>umi,w"
and.academic efficiency.
I;eliington; and the statewide comHe also said he:would :follow,,a:,
recommendation•to:
strength!lll •Ifie-/
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JULY-14, _1992
chancellorsi · offices, l>Y,. _delell!!!ingmaximum_- authority- and~ resJK>nsi"J
bility to,them;_ He.,said,he,and-hlso,

UK presid~nt· acceptS\J,,1-1
recommendation:. givµtg~
chancellors mor~· duties'.

--

---~-~.

7£'--·

~xperts-say Swain's reviewshould have written report

staff soon wou1a·1c1ent1ftareas:that-

should be transferred,to the· chan· ·
cellors. .
._ , ~-·· ·sJ11 ~i~-~~
Wethington said he also accepled>
another recommendalio!i_filri reguJar meetings with varii>us ·acadetnlci
officials to- coordinate · acailetnlc'i
planning and prograilis, Blit'citliijf
UK's budgetary problems, h'e reJe«;t•:
- ed appointment of an official to
oversee and coordinate these meetings and other academic efforts.
The UK president said he also ac-.
cepts recommendations to alter ti•
ties, responsibilities
salaries
vice presidents where warrant!!d
and that additional efforts be taken
to explain revisions in UK's administrative structure to deans, other ·
administrators and the faculty.
Wethington said the consultants•
report and his decisions end UK's
yearlong study of its administrative
structure, But UK will continue to
seek ways to improve the llniversity
and make it more effective, he added.

By BEN Z. HERSHBERG

John Hammang, a spokesman for
Staff Writer
the American· Association of State
.
Colleges, said he believes univem•
'.l'he _evaluation of University of ties should use a fonnal review proLouisville ·president Donald swain· cess that includes a written report
t,y·:the school's trustees is a more ori the president's perfonnance.
fOJ'llllll process than many universi- . "A president Is head of a large In""
ties use, but it falls short of recom- stitution that has impact on the
mendations by national experts.
state and community," Hammang
:It- also is much more secretive said. "So I think a sit-down-and•·
tlldli the evaluation of lildlana Uni- 'chat doesn't take care of it." . .
versity President Thomas Ehrlich,
A formal report is important so·
cgmpleted a year ago after his first that eveiyone __ involved - each
f8W' years_ in office.
· · · _ ' board member encl the president ;;;a.-'
'.In Ehrlich's evaluation, a commit- knows exactly what's happening," ·
tee-'. of students,· faculty, staff and Hammang said.
aljlllllli gathered infonnation about
That can protect the president
his ,work throughout most of an aca- and the university, Hammane said,
, del!]ic year and issued a public re- since boards of state univel.'Sities
pi1rt with detailed praise and criti- can change rapidly, Without a writ•
cisin.
ten review, new board members
· -At the University of Kentucky, the may not know what the president
board chainnan meets with the has achieved and what's expected.
p(esident and provides a verbal reUniversity Counsel Tom Lyons
vtew of his work. Two important said Swain and the board developed
m ~ g sticks in that process are . the process after Swain arrived at
the president's progress on the U of L 12 years ago. He said the
school's long-range plan and in im• trustees evaluate Swain in a closed
plerileriting the budget.
meeting because they want a "frank
·,µ U of L, Swain's annual and and open.exchange."
fi~e-yell!' evaluations are conducted
That would be difficult "in front
iii:wately by the trustees. His n,ext of the lights ·and cameras," Lyons
QVaiuation is set.for Monday.
said It's the board's prerogative to
They begin with Swain's written develop whatever evaluation proself assessment and then discuss cess they want, Lyons said.
their views of his achievements. The
Vu-ginia Lester, director of the
five-year review also includes infor- presidential search consultation
mation about Swain's performance service of the Association of Govgathered from students, faculty, erning Boards of Universities and
staff and alumni.
Colleges, said her group ~mThe chairman and vice chairman mends a periodic, formal evaluation
of the board meet with Swain pri• of presidents.
·
vately to talk with him about the
There is no "typical process,'' she
board's review. They write no re- said. Some universities tie the evalport and their only public action is a uation to renewal of the president's
brief statement by the chainnan at a contract. Some have no review protrustees' meeting. In recent years cess, and others have an annual
that public statement has been a meeting to set goals for the presi~~~t fav~rable comment on dent and to evaluate whether past
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Closing of U'ofl meeUng questioned
LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville Board of Truste,
might have violated the state's Open Meetings I.aw when memoo
evaluated Presiaent Donald SVf<llll behin\l_ <:Josee! doors, according 1
a published report.
-- ·
.
Board Chairman Bob Benson closed•, the meeting, citing ti
personnel-action exemption from the Open Meetings I.aw. It says
meeting can be closed if it "might lead to the appointment, iliscipliI
or dismissal of an employee."
·
;. · :.
_ .
But Benson said in an interview witli The Courier-Journal tbJ
"there is no question people on this· board have nothing but ti
highest regard for the president."
·
·
· :,
He said that in closing the meeting, he· was not expecting ti
board to discipline or dismiss Swain but was relying on-'universit
counsel Tom Lyons' interpretation of state law and--on an"attome
general's opinion. Lyons' interpretation; Benson said; is that ti:
board.can meet in executive session Iii ·evaluate the.president.
. Bill Hollander, an attorney for the newspaper; disagreeg. sayin1
"The law contemplates that a general disa1ssim ·of Dr(Swain
-~--1 ______ -
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Plans to cut
pudg~tdue_

Report~e17·do·rs·~s· Ut<.
ch.~~n~~J lor. S.:~~t,~:m

Wednesday

Review of administrative structure'"
suggests reshuffling responsibilities.

to Jones-by.
Associated Press

FRANKFORT - Cabinet
secretaries have been told to
submit budget-cutting plans to
Gov. Brereton Jones' office by
Wednesday, Finance Secretary
Pat Mulloy said.
.
The administration is aiming for cuts of $200 million. to
$300 million in the fiscal year
that began July 1. ..
·· Jones:,said .. last. week that
layoffs · of ·, state employees •
were probable.· Chairmen · of·
the House ;;ind -Senate budgetcommittees said . the General
Assembly intends to ·enforce
an employment cap of 33,000
state workers, meaning 2,500
full-time jobs would have to be
eliminated.
· ·'
· Budget-reduction- plans to
be.submitted next week-would
involve· personnel, ,but,·; they
will not be the forriial '_layoff
plansrequired by state personnel- law, Mulloy said../ ...,;.
The budget plans are to be
· analyzed to ensure they hit the
cutback 'target.· ·.Final,' approved · plans would include
personnel cuts, Mulloy said.
The administration- has
nearly a year to get uncier the
· employment cap, Personnel
Commissioner · Lowell Clark
said.
"I'm very concerned · that
our employees are getting .
over-anxious,'! Clark said.
"This is a· yearlong process.
We're really just in the preliminary stages."

'Associated Press

I

.

were Robert_Berdahl, ~ Maryland
higher education professor, and
Harold Enarsorr, president emeritus
of Ohio University.
Wethington hired the consultants last year after another round
of state-provoked budget cuts. In a
memorandum last ·week to. UK's
faculty and ·staff, he said he was
accepting (!le consultants' report.
. "In short, (the consultants) have
determined that the university ·is
making significant progress under
the chancellor system· and that 'the .
theoretical gains cif the provost
I model must :yield to-the practical
strengths and .great potential of the
sector model,' " he said.Wethington also said he would
follow ·. a · , recommendation to
. strengthen the chancellors' offices
by delegating more respon~ibility to
them. He·saicl· he-and his staff soon
would identify areas that should be
transfel'!ed'. to the chancellors.
·

. A consultant's report that exam- .
ined the University·.of Kentucky's-'
administrative structure has recom:
mended shifting more duties ·from·.:
President , Charles- Wethington to .
the school's. chancellors.· · ·
Under 'the 11-year-old structure,.'
the three chancellors.: handle· bothacademic and administrative duties ;
and report_'· to·. Wethington. The;
chancellors, now• head UK's main
campus at Lexington;:the Albert B.
Chandler Medical. Center;·. also in
Lexingtcm; and the· statewide community college system;--:-·· - - -- The. 66-page report recommended that UK · retain its top-level
administrative structure. But it rejected ·a. _suggestion to create a
provost's office, with that. official
becoming' UK's chief academic officer: answerable to the president.
. ,· ,During a review of UK's administration last year, two study
groups suggested creation of a proWethington said he also acceptvost's office. The groups' reports
ed another recommendation for regsuggested a more centralized setup
·ular meetings with various academwould increase administrative and
ic officials to coordinate academic
academic efficiency. .
.
.
planning and programs.' But 'citing
- -·Butthe report.by the University·
of Maryland's Institute for Research · UK's budgetary problems, he rejected appointment of an official to.
in Higher· & Adult Education conoversee and coordinate these meet' eluded that _lJK was best served by
ings and other academic efforts.
its current system. The consultants

•

'

,,...

i
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Murray pres~dent apparently
battling with :regents. over job
By JAMES MALONE, Staff Writer

MURRAY, Ky, - Murray State University President Ronald J, Kurth apparently is facing a showdown with. the school's board of regents that could
result in his ouster,
Kurth, who this month began the final year of his
four-year contract, could have expected some signal
from the regents by .now had they intended to extend his tenur.e.
Instead, he apparently received a negative evaluation from the regents. His future at the school could
be settled at a retreat for Murray officials that starts
tomorrow in Owensboro.
Although neither Kurth nor the regents would
comment on the !!latter, others in the community
did.
"I think they're dissatisfied with him," said Rep.
Freed Curd, D-Murray, the chairman of the House
Education Committee. Curd said Kurth has worked
with him more closely than has any other Murray
president.
Toe clash appears rooted in the board's desire to
play a major role in managing the university and
Kurth's strong style, which reflects a lifetime in the
Navy.
Kurth, a retired admiral, is the third Murray president to run afoul of the regents in a little over .a
decade. In 1982, Constantine Curris was ousted after
about 10 years in office. In 1989, his successor, Kala
Stroup, was forced out..
Yesterday, Kurth·staged what apparently. was intended as a show of suJJport for his administration.

A news conference, which school
Jack Rose, an influential Kurth
officials said was called at the resupporter and superintendent of
quest of the president's office, was
Calloway County Schools, believes
ostensibly designed to showcase rethe dispute stems from Kurth's ef•
gional business and education leadforts to broaden Murray's mission.
ers' support for Murray amid fears
"Toe perception is here that he
of deeper state budget cuts.
has problems, but there is not what
But it turned into a testimonial for
I'd call a tremendous negative feel•
Kurth, a former president of the Na•
ing,'• Rose said
val War College in Newport, R. I. ·
Easley, said to be on the antiIn a statement released to report•
Kurth faction, would say only·that
ers as the session began, the guests
"there ·is administrative bulk that
said they meant to "publicly acneeds to be ·worked on," He deknowledge the extraordinaty leadclined to say how he evaluated
ership (that) Kurth has demonstrat•
Kurth's performance.·
ed as MSU president during diffi.
Butts did confirm yesterday that
cult financial times."
the . regents have · completed and
Dick Fotsch, a vice president for
sent to Kurth their annual evaluaBriggs & Stratton in Murray and a
tion. He .declined to discuss the reKurth supporter, called Kurth an
sults until all regents had seen the
· "exceptionally strong .and experitabulation.
. ·.
enced leader." He said the proximAsked if the. regents would dis·
ity of yesterday's news conference
cuss Kurth's contract at a meeting
1 to tomorrow's retreat was coincithis weekend, _Butts replied, "I
dental.
.
·
would assume so if he brings it up."
Kurth, in a brief interview after
Tlie last ·president to· leave Murthe · news conference;- ,called the ' ray under· fire. from· the regents
show of support·"remarkable.''
board was Stroup, -whose contract
Notably absent on. the podium
was not renewed in, 1989. She had
were .any regents, staff or faculty
been et the.school six.years;,followrepresentatives. Board Chairman
"!g the rocky tenure of ~.by a
James. Butts of Fulton and regent
different· board. · ~ ·
. Sid, Easley, a Murray lawyer, said
Toe board that ousted Curris was
they weren't told of the meeting unaccused of provincialism and poli•
til shortly before it started and
tics. The board that ousted Stroup
couldn't rearrange their schedules.
went out of its way to shed such an
As he entered the last year of his
image, using a public process to
contract, Kurth's relations with the
conduct the national search for her
regents had been troubled. Last Noreplacement, eventually deciding on
vember, · the regents gave him a
Kurth.--·
wide-ranging policy statement that.
However, since then the makeup
directed him to recruit more ·stu•
of the board has changed dramati•
dents, trim the administrative budgcally.
,.
et and cut costs, all while "stream•
lining'' the school's operations.
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· .. back on travel, deferring capi· By JAMES MALONE
the board on a fast track to boost
_...:...._~--~----- !al-, improvement and mainte- '.Staff Writer
enrollment while reining in costs.
By irM RoerN&ON
nance projects and reducing
Kurth, who at a Wednesday news
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
"fmanciai aid to students.
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Murray conference trotted out a major MSU
To decide how to make the State University regents ended a · contributor In a show of supp?rt,
MOREHEAD - With the more permanent cuts, Eaglin ·two-day retreat yesterday without a did not attend yeste~day's mt;eling
state apparently preparing to hiis established seven task decision on President Ronald J. because of a si:heduling conflict.
cut funding to state universi- forces that will submit plans Kurth's future, and their chalnnan
Butts and vice chairman ~id Eastles again, Morehead State to revise programs by Jan. 4. .said they will likely take up the mat- ley, a Murray attorney, disagreed
University has begun a proAs painful as the revisions ter when they meet next month.
that the board - by still not acting
cess of permanently paring , may be, Eaglin said he thinks
Two days of deliberations at the on Kurth's contract and by openly
and reshaping its programs to the changes will be healthy retreat left little doubt that Kurth questioning the effectiveness of
adjust to lower funding levels, and strengthen the school.
has serious problems with the 10- MSU programs - was sending the
top administrators said Thurs.
member board, which recently gave retired admiral a message.
day.
.
In the kshothrt-te~, if !!1t~ gotv- ihim a largely unacceptd Anlibyonli~ who dheard !Ihde
Among those programs ernor as s e un1vers1 ies o. able evaluation. Regents
e era ans an cone u being considered for the chop- cut another 2 to 6 percent have declined to make
ed that regents were dispi~g., block are the.,school's. from their budgets, Dailey Itheir poll public, though
pleased with Kurth's leadjmbllc radio station, WMKY, _said it's "very lik_ely" soll!e Ithey have given it to
ership was mistaken, Eastlie . campus recycling pro- MSU employees will be laid Kurth. .
leyB~fdin their remarks
,,,_ain·. i~_golf couri,_e,Jbe folk- , off.
. Entenng the fourth and
:1t marketing program, asl : C
ti th
h 1 . 't final ye~r of a contract
yesterday, the more vocal
well as portions of the athleti~I , laym·urgreannyyo,ne oelf sbcuotols isslnm- tKharthtexp!redhs July el,t19F9n~' panel members took direct
·d MSU Pr ·
·
· •
u sat e cam o issue with Kurth's statedepartrnent, sai
. esi-; ply not filling or delaying fill- day's meeting undecided
men! at the news conferdent Ron~ld G.. Eaglm. a nd , Ing of vacancies.
about raising the issue of
ence that he considered
Porter ~a~ey, yice president'.
Other progr:irns the t'!sk his future, although chair- Kurth
himself io be an outstandfor :1dmm1Strat10n and fiscal, forces are lookmg at rnakmg man James Butts earlier
ing fund raiser.
services.
.
' permanent cuts include the had publicly invited Kurth to initiate
Commenting on a 28-month drive
"The key is that we _sho?Jd water testing and child devel- contract discussions.
to raise $2 million in seed money
evaluate w~at. we do m Im~ opinent laboratories, a:Cwell I Butts, a Fulton banker, said the for a new MSU special events cenwith. ~; m1s~10n of tee uni- as fee-based programs that board had intended to discuss the ter, Butts quipped that it "should
vers1ty, Eagl~ said. To as- 1 don't pay for themselves. They contract this weekend. But that was have been wrapped up in 90 days."
SU1!Je ever~thm\! has equal are among about 40 programs postponed after questions were
And Wells Lovett was critical of
weight ~d IS go~g to be c~t administrators, faculty and raised about whether they could MSU possibly losing a $1.5 million
proportionately Just doesn t staff had identified for review. take up the issue without violating National Science Foundation grant
m~ke sense tom~."
Dailey said he expects the Kentucky's Open Meetings Law.
to renovate an academic building
Instead of takmg an ,across- governor to announce by the
Regents reportedly have as~ed because the school was unprepared
~he-board approach, "'.ere tak- end of July how much more .Kurth about a two-year extension, to raise $1.2 million in matching
mg a look at. ~pec~flc l?ro- the schools will have to cut, if which he has not accepted. Kurth funds. MSU has requested an extengrams and activities, Dailey any.
', ,
_
has declined to discuss the contract. sion to raise the money.
said.
. ·. .
· There was persistent sniping at
"I think we've done a very poor
The change In , approach
Dailey described this year's the retreat over the direction_ of · job of fund raising," said Lovett, an
comes as MSU administrators, budget-cutting approach as Isome fundamental MSU programs. Owensboro lawyer.
faculty3nd __ stafLpre_pare to more painftll. than usual.
· Regents grappled with what they
Regents then pondered MSU's
meet next Wednesday's dead:J
"Across-the-board reduci said was a declining appeal for re- high school recruiting efforts, which
line to submit plans to Gov. tions often avoid extremely gional students, weak fund raising have fared poorly in much of a 20Brereton Jones to cut as much d' . 1
and a bloated administrative· budg- county area of Western Kentucky.
as 8 p· ercent - $2.3 million ...:... ifficu t decisions," Dailey et, which they want cut by 5 per"We've lost touch with the people
said. "This time we will look
·
from $29 rnjllion, its state ap.
cent. That, coupled with a looming we are trying to recruit," said reproprlation minus . debt ser- at programs and activities a nd cut in state aid that may whack up gent G. A:rlivia Gamble of Hopkinsvice. The university's total decide which programs to pre- to 6 percent of the school's general ville. "It takes a commitment from
budget runs close to $61.5 mil- serve and which to enhance. fund, or about $2.1 million, has put iop to bottom."
We're making programmatic
l!Qn.______ - . :. -· - --- ---- decisions. It's very different
In addition to the 2 percent from the way we approached
mt Jones has already asked th I
'or, the_ governor has asked
e ast major cut"
\1SU and other state universiies to present plans showing .
,ctditional 2, 4 and 6 percent
,uts.

I
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Studen~ try to influence
budget cuts_ ordered.
at: state~run ·universities

FRANKFORT- Gov. Brereton
AS~OCIATED PRESS
and campus operations this fall to
Jones. must cut $264 million in .
spending during the next 11
LOUISVILLE - Students at see where it can save more money.
months to avoid running the state
Kentucky's public universities are
The University of Kentucky cut
into the red, a team of economists
getting a real-life lesson in econom- $29.3 million and 575 jobs from its
told lawmakers yesterday.
ics as they watch administrators budget this spring, but there's no
That will require deep cuts in
cut school budgets to help the state end in sight to the hiring freeze in
some parts of state goverrurient
with financial problems.
·., effect for more than two years.
because the shortfall accounts for
Instead of sitting on the sideMurray State University is planmore than 5 percent of the state's .
lines, the students are taking a ning a review of its academic pro$4.9 billion budget.
hand in the budget-cutting and . grams this fall to see where it can
politicking. Student leaders from make cuts that can help save up to
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable '
across the state will meet with Gov. $2 million.
said the governor plans to unveil a ,
Brereton Jon~ Monday t? urge him.
Anxiety reaches! a . high
.cost-cutting plan by early next '
to cut the h1gher-educat10n budget . Wednesday as the public universimonth. The plan likely will include ·
as little as possible. ·
ties sent estimates to Jones of the
layoffs for some state employees :
"To be realistic, I think we're effect of further budget reductions.
and cuts in public education.
looking at jobs and classes" in Jones ordered universities to file
However, the plan will not incutting
the budget, said Christy reports describing the effect of 2
. elude delaying tax refund checks,
Ames, president of the University percent, 4 percent and 6 percent
Hable said. Jones has delayed more of Louisville student government
cuts.
than $100 million taxes in each of
The
universities
have
respond· The cuts would be the fourth in
last two fiscal years to balance the
ed to Jones' order that they help the three years for the Kentucky highstate budget.
__ . _
state cover an estimated $275 mil- er-education system.
For the frrst time, the legislative,
lion budget shortfall this year.
At the highest level - a 6
and executive branches collaboratMorehead
State
University
has
percent
or $6.7 million cut~ U ofL
ed on a new revenue estimate for
froze!' promof:ions and__most hiring, would have to eliminate 200 jobs,
this year. The projected revenue
and 1! plans to examme about 30· spokeswoman Denise Fitzpatrick •
figure released yesterday to the
academic programs and community said.
interim Appropriations and Revenue Committee was $4.608 billion
for the General Fund through June
30, 1994: That is $264 million less
from the budget reserve and would
Several leading lawmakers have
than the original estimate contained
prefer to increase the cushion.
called for cuts in elementary and
when the budget was passed by the
State agencies were supposed to · secondary education, which aclegislature in March 1992. ·
tum in their own suggestions for counts for about half of the state's .
"It's really pretty conservative,
cutting spending by Wednesday. General Fund spending.
but there's reason for. conservaJones has agreed that a smaller
Charles Haywood, a University
tism," said Larry Lynch, a Transylstate payroll will be a part of the of Kentucky economist who convania University economist
cuts an_d as many as 2,500 full-time sults with the Finance Cabinet, said
The revised estimate is based
workers are to be off the payroll by the new revenue estimate was not
on the assumption that all income
an average of those submitted.
July 1, 1994.
tax refunds will be paid on time
next year.
But the revenue estimates are
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY. JULY 20, 1993
cinly one part of the_ calculation ori
how much spending will have to be
College loan defaults declining
cut this year.
'
The current year budget targets
WASHINGTON - College loan defaults are decreasing thanks
spending at $4.907 billiori, comto tougher collection methods and a crackdown on schools with a
pared .with the new revenue estilot of bad loans, the government said yesterday,
mate of $4.608. billion. Added to
The Department of Education said the number of defaults for
Federal Family Education Loans, formerly called Guaranteed Stuthat is about $39_ million that was
dent Loans, declined from 22.4 percent in the 1990 fiscal year to
left over when the state 'closed its
17.5 percent in 1991, the latest year for which figures are availbooks for the fiscal year that ended
able.
June 30.
The department also estimated that bad: loans will cost taxpayiii addition, the administration·
ers
more than $1 billion less this year than in 1991, dropping to
has $33 million available to spend
about $2.5 billion from $3.6 billion. Because of the reporting
from a budget reserve trust fund.
methods, the agency can determine the cost of defaults about two
But Hable, a!i,ong others, has adayears ahead of the percentage of students defaulting.
mantly O(?P.<l5ed spending anything
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Wl{U, p of L join forces to offe1·
new doctoral degr~e in education
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
!':taff Writer
Charies'N. Jones is used to commutingfo.r his education.
The 48-year-old science teacher at
Owensboro High School has driven
more than an hour to attend graduate· courses at Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green and
once traveled two hours to Elizabethtown for a class.
His odyssey has earned him a
master's degree in education plus
30 additional hours of graduate
work, which until now was as much
schooling as he could get, in Western Kentucky. ·
. ·
· But new doctorar·program in
· education administration that the.
University.of Louisville and Westernwill begin.offeririg this fall will en-'
a~!¢ ,Jone~;,tp. continue his educa-,

a

tion. ; •_. ·' ·

, .. _: , ·

•

"The main benefit fo me is the
learning," Jones said, explaining
that the. advanced, study will make,
him more secure in his knowledge
of the latest educational methods
and research.
The new degree, which was approved last week by the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education, will
be awarded. by U of L in cooperation with Western.·
·
It's designed for teachers and administrators who want to broaclen

their knowledge so they can man- separate from U of L's existing
age schools or districts better.
Ed.D. in education administration,
"It also will help these students Nystrand said.
:
prepare for education reform," said
It will require some commuting to
Ray Nystrand, dean of education at classes, since students will have to
U of L.
complete at least 18 credit hours at
That will happen through discus- each school beyond the classes they
sions of the Kentucky Education Re- took for bachelor's degrees and a
form Act and through better educat- total of 90 hours of graduate-level
ing the educators, Nystrand said.
courses.
Developing a doctorate in educaWestern· will develop classes in
tion has been Western's highest pri- rural educational policy to compleority for years, said Stephen ment U of L classes in urban educaSchnacke, head of the school's de- tion policy. And the schools are department of educational leadership. ciding which of their courses are
About three years ago the educa- equivalent, so that students can
tion council rejected a proposal by have flexibility scheduling classes.
Western to start its own doctorate
The universities will divide tuition
in education and suggested that from students according to the
U of L and Western work together hours they take at each school. ·
on a cooperative degree, Nystrand
Schnacke and Nystrand said state
said. The state has authorized only budget cuts won't prevent the new
U of L and the University of Ken-· program from getting started. But
lucky to offer doctorates:
• it's possible classes won't be offered
Several schools have developed as often, meaning some students
joint advanced-degree programs. . won't be able to take a class when
But those tend to be controlled by they want, Nystrand said.
one school, which agrees to admit
Western had planned to add a
students from another university to faculty member dedicated to the
its· program.
program this year, but it decided to
But Western and U of L will have wait a year because of the cuts,
an equal voice in the new Ed.D. in Schnacke said.
education, Nystrand said, with deciAllout 50 students already have
sions about the program made by said they're interested in the new
committees including . the same degree, he said, but he doesn't
number of people from each school. know how many will be admitted
The new, cooperative degree is this fall.
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ZBible colleges.
fight state, refuse
to seek licenses
1y MARK SCHAVER
:1aff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky, - The state is
l!reatening to close two Bible col,ges that refuse to be licensed uner a law designed to keep diploma
illls out of Kentucky,
•
The council has been tiying since
ISi year to get Shawnee Baptist
:ollege in Louisville and Great
:ommission Bible College and
,eminaiy in Bowling Green to apply
,r licenses.
"It's primarily a consumer-protecion issue,'' said Gaiy Cox, execu:ve director of the Council on Highr Education. The license dissuades
fly-by-night operations" and "diJoma mills" from operating in the
tale and makes sure colleges offer
1e education they say then can,
:ox said,
·
The colleges, however, say the Ji.
ense.requirement violates the sepaation of church and state.
·
"The ministries of the church are
nder the authority .of the church
nd not under the authority of the
tale,'' said Lonnie Mattingly, pastor
f Shawnee Baptist Church, which
ans the college, ''We must answer
>the Lord. , , , He's the final source
f authority."
, Grei;ory Page: president of Great
.onumss1on, -s.atd the_ state had no
'?.son to demand a li~e!15e;
.
If they send me, to J"!J, Im will1g to do that, but I m gomg to keep
perati_ng,'' Pai;e said,
'
Mattmgly said the college does
ot want a co~rontation and hopes
> avo!d a lawsuit. ~e said he has
1et with state officials and would

offer several solutions to the
school's trustees Aug. 10, but declined to say what they would be,
''We're in what I'd call a negotiation stage, trying to work together
and see if we can bring this to a
peaceable resolution,'' he said.
Shawnee Baptist established the
college in 1987 to provide men.and
women ''with a strong fundamentalisl education in'Bible and Theology,
and with fundamentalist training
geared toward Christian service,''·
according to a letter to Cox fr<)m
the college's lawyer.
The college, with the motto "Our
Goal is Souls,'' offers bachelor's degrees and had 38 students last semester, Mattingly said. Classes are
in the evening, and the church staff
and Louisville-area pastors teach.
. A Bible college is part of the education ministiy in the church's constitution and by-laws.
I· Mattingly said the church stopped
,. offering daycare because govemment programs paid for some of the
' children, and the church does not
believe in receiving government
support of any kind.
In August 1992, the Council on
Higher Education staff sent letters
to 21 unlicensed colleges it believed
were operating in the state. Six !elters were returned with no forwarding address, two eventually received
licenses and seven gave proof they
were no longer operating in Kentucky, according to a report from
the council staff.
Last week !]le council gave the
staff pemlission to go to court to
close down Shawnee and Great
Commission because they did not
respond to requests to get a license,
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Cox said. The council has never
gone to court before to close a colThe guys in the facemasks bring in the' r~ntlystandat47andsomehowsurlege because it did not get a license,
money that buys the bats, balls and uneven vive,
Cox said the council would seek
parallel bars for eveiyone else.
A few more numbers to crunch
I
an order to shut down the schools
If you g~ 50-50 with football factored in, upon, none of which add up to 85:
only as a last resort. "We're still
scho,ols ultimate!~ would be forc~d to slash
■ During Curiy's first two years
hopeful we. won't have litigation,''
men s ~ro~s mstead of bulking up the at UK, he generally played 55 to 65
he said. ·
·
women s-s1de.
players per game - and a handful
His hopes may be dashed, howevWronganswer.
. ofthosesolelyplayedspecial·teams
er, if Page does not rethink his op"When you start dealing in ratios like
Th
·
'
that, I see the only solution that colleges are
■ e Sou(h~astern Conference
position to the government.
going .to be forced into is dropping sports,'' !ravel roster l~t for league ga':lles
"They took the Bible, and the
said University of Kentucky assistant athlet- 1s 70 .. You don! se_e coache~ vainly
prayer and the Ten Commandments
ic director Kathy DeBoer, who oversees the scourmg _the sidelines. looking f?r
out of the schools and replaced
.1. '
Wildcats' non-revenue sports. "I don't want- that 71st guy w~o could make a dif.
them with condoms,'' he said.
hurt .my baseball team, I don't want to ference, do you.
"Here I am a Bible college, and they
' to
hurt
my men's track team. That is not a
■ At Louisville, an independent,
want to stick their nose in it? ... It
College administrators and athletic dir~
just don't make sense. The queers tors have been working feverishly the pai solution to gender equity as I see it right · the travel roster is unlimited, But
the Cards usually take between 60got their rights, but we don't got few years to balance the gender equi~ now.''
ours."
With that in mind, an NCAA gender equi- 65 - and never more than 70.
scales. Right now it looks like Jumbo Elli~
He said his school offers a corre- I on one side and Macy Lou Retton on t ty task force has back~ o!'f of the original
■ The Cards lettered 59 players
·
spondence course that costs $350 a other.
50-50 proposal, softenmg its stance some- last year, the Cats in the neighboryear, and gives associate, bachelor's
Women's athletics has long been th; what heading into a vote next month by the hood of 70.
and master's degrees and doctor- ' lightweight; men's athletics is the histon NCAA executive council.
Should the council vote in favor of a
What do those extra bodies do?
·
ates in Bible study, religious educa- , heavy,
One word: redshirt.
tion and theology, He said the col- 1 The fulcrum is Title IX. The balancing a modified proposal, football coaches should
·
Redshirting can be good for -the
lege is part of the ministiy of the has begun, but the methods for deriving feel somewhat placated.
'
However, I'm not convinced they've done players and definitely good for the
Gospel Ught Baptist Church in zero balance have been curious.
The solution first pro: all they ~ould to trim their own fat.
Bowling Green.
' programs, adding . maturity and
The college moved to Kentucky
The gndheads took the reduction from 95 I strength to both - along with proI scholarships to 85 kicking and screaming, ' viding practice fodder for the firstfrom Rossville, Ga., in 1987 after the
unsparing. It called for
1 That's like Ross P~rc:,t being 18'.'ed an extra s_tring, But in an era when money is
founder died, he said.
grand and complatrung about 1I.
·
llghter that1 spandex shorts on Ro"In my catalog, I say I'm accredit- a split in male-female
Football coaches, including UK's Bill Cur- seanne Arnold, is it still an afforded by the Holy Spirit,'' Page said. participation concurrent
He said the school is accredited by with overall enrollment
lY, believe 85 is cutting pretty close able luxuiy?
three associations for Christian percentages: If you
to
the bone. DeBoer believes him. . Not when using past numbers
have 50 percent women
schools "lo show that I'm legit.''
"I
would have a hard time telling \':'ilh an incoming class of 20-som;
The state law applies to any and 50 percent men,
a college football coach how many ki<!5, all but a couple used to redthat's
the
way
atiiletic
school that says it is offering a descholarships they needed but I shirt. In the future that could - and
gree, diploma or other credential for scholarships would be PAT
think they're pretty close right now, should - ~hange to something like
awarded.
FORDE
education beyond high school; it reaccording to my discussions with a 50-50 IDIX.
.
That's crazy,
SPORTS
quires them to meet standards for
coach Curiy, to the minimum they · Besides, many coaches at top proWith
the
900-pound
COLUMNIST
faculty, curriculum, facilities and
could survive on,'' she said. "Now, grams are starting to doubt the wisstudents costs. The law does not ap- gorilla known as footcoaches are adaptable people and dom of mass redshirting. With play6all
factored
in,
no
balancing
act
is
possiply to government-supported colI'm sure could make do with less if ers eligible to enter the NFL draft
ble.
Football
so
skews
any
efforts
at
proporleges or to schools that are regulatthey had to.
before their senior seasons coaches
that it should be thrown out of the
ed by other state boards, such as tionality
mix,
"But it's a veiy different situation figure they'd. better get .,;hat they
barber and cosmetology schools.
than professional football. 'You're .can out of their hotshots before they
· There is no sinlilar women's sport no
talking a whole different level of go pro,
·
equivalen(, nothing that gobbles up 92
scholarships a year (that total is in the prophysical maturation . . . and when
Stockpiling players simply flies in
cess of being reduced to 85).
you have injuries in college you the face of the dire fiscal reality predon't just go out and get another sented by t_he gender equity moveAnd nothing - at most schools - probody."
ment. Cutting another IO football
duces· the same amount of revenue as does
football. In these parts, basketball is a
True enough - but does that jus- scholarships would be one way to
breadwinner at least equal to football, but
tify a difference of 38 bodies? Na- help balance the scales.

,
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BY DomE BEAN .. · ·.,
HERALD-1£ADER STAFF WRITER
'"

I;

To sustain education reform·in•Kentucky, colleges and universities will ·
have to change many of the ways-they
are teaching future teachers:. A new
state task force began work.yesterday
on just" how they should go .aboutcit
The task force, appointed by Gov.
Brereton Jones, will have six months to
decide what kind of legislation is-need- ..
ed to transform teacher preparation in ;
Kentuclcy,
:
· ··':':· ; ." · · . ·,
That should be ample time;. said .
chairwoman S)terry;Jelsmii,
of
the state ·-Education·. and_: Humanities.
·Cabinet "We're an action:group, not a •.
study group/ she .told :tiie paner-We-.
don't believe 'we need. to study this.
anyniore.'-' · .
_
.- · The goal is to blend the way.
students majoring in education are
taught with the ongoing transformation .
of Kentucky elementary and secondary ·
classrooms as a result of the Kentucky
EducationReform-Act·. ·:.. ,·· .. :
''
Don't expect .it to be easy, warned'
Frank Newman, presidentof.the,_Education Commission of the States.
.
_"The,.. biggest . single , thing~ that
stands in the way isn't really,:truit,we
are talking about professional teacher '
education,, we're really fajkiiigi about,
changing the lini;eisities'imd;yo\i'keep '
bum · \!~''against that" -~ '··. ··
ping p_ -- - =·-·--·-:. Most
teachers learn to' teai:n by how they are taught;' he said, i;o' teaching
reform has to include. those who pre-

secretary

· ... d. -._...._~---=·' '
.
Otherwise, new teachers coming out
of college will be a drag on the system
and have to be retaught by." the schools
that hire them.
·· · ·
. · The panel also heard an overyiew of
teacher preparation issues· from. Gary.
Cox, executive director of the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education; I.pis ,Adams-Rodgers, deputY. ..conimissi_onei:· of
the Kentucky Department of Education;
and Roland Gixldu, executive secretary..
of the Education Professional Stand;.
ards-Boards;· ,. ,.,:.. ,.:,,
-Cox: noted, tllllt: about: 11 percent of the 104,000 students. in
Kentucky public- and private colleges· and universities -are studying til be teachers.
·
Yet, universities and colleges
devote only , 7 percent .Qf. ·!heir.,
resources to educating those· students.

· Education task, forcedssues7:
· .Some of the issues identified for the Governor's Task: Force on
Teacher ·Preparation: .
. · ·. ·
. ·- ·
, - •: · :
■ Have Kentucky's expectations for higher ed1,1c;ition changed because of
the Kentucky Education Reform Act?
. · · · ·'
· · · .- :'. · :··
■ Should. Kentucky continue· teacher-education• programs at all· eight
-state universities or concentrate-its resources·at fewer·schools?- · · · ·
· ■ How can Kentucky pay for. KERA-related changes. in. university
education departments?
·
· : · •
· ■ Should discussion of changes in teacher education programs involve
faculty· from all segments of universities- or jusLthose •in: education·,
departments?,
·
. · · . ., ,·. · '. , ' , ,,, .. ,-·:, . . ·•: ·.- . . ·■ What should compensation for education faculty be·t/e<! to?.,••·•;;·. .
.:- . ■ Should universities··change the way faculty ,workload.IS figured: to·· ~ .
allow university. personnel to be placed direct!Y. in KERA. ~ ? x . : - -'
•~·c:~.:;--·~·1_•:t~:,-1'!:.' :-~·;· · ,· ',li•.,. ·:~t-;ft(1~~· ·_;;·:.;,
'..,_ . ._, ... ,
-.
J-.
Adams-Rodgers said reform is
likely to involve ·issues. such as
what a teacher's salary and certifi.
catioh
based 'on. Currently, she
said/salacy: is ·based-on· years of
expenl/li,re aiid; hether the. teacher hitsi'ol!iaiiie&t:master's degree.I;
· An: eight state'tlnlversity pres- ' ·
idenls'.were' invited :to attend· the
meetjiig,. · but-·none ·showed•• up. ·
Several were represented by facul-.
ty niembers
from ,their education
• ; .... -~ ' -~ ... ,1,.~-"".... •. '.
P~j~i;:-~.:-~i7.~r');,.:::1:v;:r,,t•1··· ,~~:J
Petet Wiri '.
,th th' :Uriif
. -·~--~~-~!!!.:.\!:
__
: _versitf.of Kentucky'sl)epartrnent
-of Education, protested ·that some
; ~~- f9rce members,·. particularly
legislators, were· painting teacher
·;~tication _programs- "with broad
" _bfushes and creating stereotypes.

are

ii/ .

pare teach~>.

WKU guarantees.~'
its,i.teachers,.
Warranties on . household-.
appliances; cars and COl!1puters
abound.,But.on teachers?:
,
Westeni· Kentucky· Uirlver·sity. yesterday adopted· guar- ·
antee program on the teachers
it .gr,1duates, covering their•
first year cif'teaching,;! ,. . ,
Western will help:any. new:
WKU-educatedteacher remedy
instructional problems at:·no
cost to the teacher or the school ·
district hiring them if:;: · ·
.■•The teacher encounters instructional:. difficulties . during
.the first year of teaching · in
Kentucky.
;- :· : - · .
■ ,The problem· testilts . from
shortcomings in the tea~er's

a

a

~tiOIL.,.•·-.:i_i',__ _-_.,_~-- :

F!.rr~
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Service plan survives ch•t•,~-~~- -,
WASHING.TON;.:.. Congresslorial supporters of.President·Clin-:
ton's plan to let students pay for college with public-seiv:ice fought
off· Republican· attempts yesterday to scale back the legislation.
The Senate, on a 59-38 vote,- rejected a proposal by Sen. Nancy
Kassebaum,-R-Kan., to change the basic-structure of the.legislation,
· ·
·
Clinton's proposal would allow students who perform commu•
nity seiv:ice to work off up to $10,000 in college tuition, with two
years of seiv:ice work.·.They would' receive ¢pen<ls pf·at least
$7,400 a year and health-care and child day-care benefits,
But Kassebaum proposed instead· setting up an 18-month demonstration project; cutting the tuition allowances to $1,500 a year
for two years and eliminating· the stipend and health-care and
child-care benefits.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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In Kentucky, as all-across.- versity campuses than in any
the nation, institutions of other organization, and their
higher learning are facing defenders are no less impasfunding cuts. In some- cases, . sioned.
But. eliminating nonthose cuts are temporary ... But·
many times, as currently• at' essential programs makes
Morehead State l.Jniversity, more sense than implementing layoffs and across-thethe loss is permanent.
Anticipating yet another · board cuts that preserve all
loss of income from the state, current offerings ,at the uniMSU already- has made.·· versity, buf~weaken •those
changes - freezing all-but es"·\ programs equally as .well: · '
It's'nice· for''a miiversity;fo-:
sential hirings, . cutting• travi('
el, deferring capital improve{i: have a golf course, but it's esment and maintenanc\!.\ sential_ that. it have a topproje~ts, and reducing·finan{-; notch -faculty.-And,,as.compa-.
cial aid to students. But more/'. nies,,1 arid.'.:individuals across
hard choices must be.made,,, ,:,; Amei:ica·,11ave discovered in
Currently, the• adttiiriistra."'.: · the /past few years, wants
tion is taking a hard look at often must be sacrificed to
, .
programs that are nice to · needs., ..., . .
have but not essential''to1.the1: Tlie process ·oCifdapting to
academic mission of the, uni- , a permanently- reduced-, bud-•
.
versity.
... · ..-._... ·. '"J1 get will be as. painful for
MSU as it is for any other inSeven task forces,,liave stitution.
But the rewards of
been established by President'" . staying focused
on its misRonald Eaglin; they will. sub- sion - to provide
a reasonmit their plans··.for •program ably-priced, high-quality edrevisions by Jan. 4.
ucation to the students of
· lt_'s_ certain that. for ~very : easte~n Kentucky, and beyond
revisi!m ?ffered,. there.~W, J:>~... , _--'- will last long after the
an obJect10n. Sacred cows·--are":· pain of program reductions
no less common on uni- fades away.
• •'<;'•Y

.'

.

• '•
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hi@.ier~ed\i\f,on•.\ ·,·'

.-~'•·' _;•,·.
On June. 30, I ·ietired~froiii Easterri'
Kentucky University,:after 24 . years of
service,· the\ .last 21':'as Eastern;s chief·
academic.~officii. As.-a'fpnvate,. taxpaying.
citizen, ,~ ~~f!ig~t~~,.abou~ the. fulu!'l.l
for all. pu9hs_:_,mstiaw911_~,pf h.i_gher educa_tion in ..Kentu"'"·
- -· ' ~$ '''J" " • · ··,-t~
·· · :.
~,.,~':f'-1· m,.·1,i·:'.')t·
I C J•' ~
' lhudg~fcii!5;'.with_t!'ore fo~~~st,' m• !!!~,fu~e}rp>upled." \vtt~ sharp·
mcrea
__ses·,1n_.,,tu1ti0Ij)'1.whicli·;-are--m effect:
selective tax;es oaj_students; . threaten the
fwipamental integrity and. instructionalc:!!)lifities of thesel!mstitutioiis: Xhere is a
real "tlaiiger that'l)]}hese institutions• will
become'ljuasi-private·colleges and universities with high tuition ·that will all. but
close the ,doors to the: ·very. individuals
these instit\itjons\were'i:reated to "serve:
The··sons and ·daughters•of"families with
money to pay high tuition will continue to
go to college. J3u!what wjll happen to the
sons and daughters of th~,common people
who want to g<i to col!egef ·
.
Public edu~tion is; a'\:oritin~um beginning with, kjl].dergarten,and exten'ding
~ough,. graduate, scho6L.,To date, only.
higher education, as one part of this
continuum, has felt the real brunt of the
budget cuts. This· was a mistake I hope
will not be repeated in the future. Hopefully, all of public education can be spared in
future budget cuts. If not, .. the same
percentage reductions should be made at
all levels, not just higher education. Fairness to current and future students at our
institutions of higher education demands
that this course·6f,action be followed.,·
',

I

· · JOHN D:•.ROWI.ETT·
~- ,- '.""·•·( ~ '>RrcHMDND-;
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IA>st: one• gooo:teacher
·::r,_ 't.,.~r-.<:.,.c ,, •• ·,:;..,•
, ,;.•:1 :-~· ~

r am sincerely concerned for tiie ·high~J
education system in the state of Kentuclfy;.'.
one example being the Prestonsburg Coin-~
munity
College.·
.. , ,., : , -.
·:;·•3·
.
, . ··-~•r,:,.,, ,_r
•
'As .of;the,full· semester, the Prestons-,1
burg
College-will be without'\
the best math.instructor it had. Paul Hess-left at· the end of the spring' semester I
because he had not received ·a· pay ·raise in ·
three years.
. ·.
.We s~d~--are, now· _left with·. five
instructo,;s;-!our·:ofwhpm• ate foreign} It is·
difficult enough to.. comprehend .some ·of
these subjects without trying to interpret
what'your instructor is, saying. ,, .-,/
;
are we constantly hiring people·
to teach whom,. we ,_cannot., understand,.
while·we allow, instructors like Paul Hess·,
to go out of state? Wld~ibetter.. .

Comm.unit-.

.Whi

.

'. .. .PAUL GLENN;
PAINTSVIUE

__MSU
.,.- :l,f.
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MSU takes steps
to tighten budget

606-783-2030

cal pressure, it has become
necessary for us to re-evaluate
auxiliary operations, such as
(the childhood development
laboratory), as to their costeffectiveness," Philley said.
"These are not easy decisions to make."
Two early childhood specialists - Helen M. Clark and
Jeanne K. Huie - will lose
their jobs. Philley said MSU
will try to find positions for
them elsewhere in the university in the next 12 months.
The childhood development
program is the first program
to be cut from among 40 or 50
MSU programs or areas the
university is .looking at as
part of an extensive review
and revamping to deal with
having less money.
Others under consideration
include the campus radio station, WMKY-FM; the extended
campus . centers; the folk art
program; the annual Appalachian Celebration; the
Jesse Stuart Foundation; the
Miss MSU pageant; and the
16th Region boys high school
basketball tournament.

associate professor of real estate and immediate past chairwoman of MSU's Faculty SenOF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
ate, dean of the College of
Business.
MOREHEAD - Faced with
"Faced with major budget
dwindling state revenues,
cuts
as a result of the state's
Morehead State University has
revenue shortfall, we detertaken some small steps to deal
mined not to launch a nawith the expected shortfall.
tional
search at this time and
The university declined Frito fill these vacancies tempoday to conduct an expensive
rarily internally," said John
national search for three deanPhilley, executive vice presiships and filled them tempodent for academic affairs.
rarily from within.
·
The school said it is doing
MSU also announced it was
away with its child developcutting a small, 20,year-old
ment laboratory, a pre-school
pre-school program adminisprogram for Rowan County
trators said last week was on
children aged 3-5 that doubled
the chopping block.
as an observation site for sevThe moves come as MSU deeral academic programs.
cides how to comply with Gov.
Philley said enrollment in
Brereton Jones' request to cut
th_e
$37,000-a-year program has
as much as $2.3 million from
dwindled because of competiits original state allocation of
tion from private programs,
$32.4 million.
which are cheaper and run 12
The school's total budget is
months, three months longer
$61.5 million.
thanMSU's.
In the personnel moves,
Only 10 children - about
MSUnamed:
half the program's capacity ► History professor and
MSU also is looking at comenrolled last year. ·
Kentucky Encyclopedia Editor
bining
departments and colIn an effort to boost enrollJohn E: Kleber dean of the
1e g es, eliminating low,
ment
this
fall,
MSU
offered
newly created College of Huenrollment majors, cutting
I full-day sessions for $875 a se- back
manities.
its summer school pro► Gerald DeMoss, acting· 1 mester or half-day session for
grams, reducing medical and
·
$425.
Only
four
children
regisdean of the former College of
tered for the full-day sessions dental insurance coverage, reArts and Sciences, dean of the
and eight for the half-day pro- viewing salary increases and
newly fanned College of Scisaving money on everything.
gram.
ence and Technology.
·
from
printing to business trav"At a time when the univerThe two colleges were
el. .
sity
is
under
considerahlP.
fisfanned July 1 after MSU revamped and renamed the
THE COUii!IER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, JULY 27, 1993
former colleges of arts and sciences and applied sciences
and technology.
·
► Beverly McCormick, an
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Head of the class
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ARRA!,ltTIES come
with tires, 1Vs and
toasters. Soon they'll
come with something
else: teachers who are graduates of
Western Kentocky University..
This means, as president Thomas
Meredith said, "We have ••. ·confidence in our graduates." But it
means something more: WKU is
ma1dng the commitment to emphasize the need for teachers to beeffective in the classroom. After all, it
takes more than credentials to
make a good teacher.
The quality of instruction in any
classroom is directly related to the
skill and interest of the teacher.
Therefore, efforts to improve education must include ways to better
prepare teachers.

W

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

In fact, as WKU offered free retraining for its new teachers who
proved unsatisfactory, the Governor's Task Force on Teacher Preparation was working to find ways to
fundamentally alter the way teach-.
ers are trained. That only makes
sense, since ·the Education Reform
Act fundamentally altered the way
teachers must teach.
The ungraded primary, team
teaching and what may be the next
step - undoing tracking - all call
for new approaches in the classroom.
The Governor's task force and
the WKU board of regents are right
to take this issue seriously. After all,
if your toaster is a lemon, you're out
$30. The cost of a teacher who is a
lemon is much higher.

I
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Students urge Jones to avoid education cuts
BY DomE BEAN
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

A group of Kentucky student
leaders wants Gov. Brereton Jones
to spare higher education in the
next round of state budget cuts.
After a short closed meeting
with the governor yesterday, the
stude_nts said Jones was receptive
but made no commitments.
"There were no promises made,
but he said he would try to minimize the effects," said Lance
Dowdy, chairman of the Board of
Student Body Presidents. The
board consists of student government association presidents from
the eight state universities.
Dowdy, president of the University of Kentucky SGA, said the
group told J~nes the back-to-back
cuts in state funding the last several years have hurt state universities
and future cuts will limit their
ability to serve students.
"We feel like we've done our
fair share," Dowdy said.
The state Council on Higher
Education voted last spring to raise
tuition at all Kentucky state-supported universities.
Students said the higher tuition
would mean some lower-income
students would be forced to abandon or delay college.
But higher education is not the
only area of state government that
has undergone cuts. Most state
agencies - with the exception of
elementary and secondary education - have had their budgets
trimmed several times since 1991.
Earlier this month, economists
estimated the state will have to cut
$264 million in spending over the
next 11 months to avoid a deficit.
Administration officials have
said that represents more than 5
percent of the state's $4.9 billion
budget and thus will require
some heavy cuts throughout state
government.
Jones has said a reduction
plan, slated for release early next
month, will likely include layoffs
of_ state employees.
Throughout the budget crisis,
which began in the waning days
of the administration of former
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, state
appropriations to elementary and
secondary education have been
protected from cuts because of
Kentucky's ongoing education reform efforts.
But recently, Jones and other
administration officials have said
it may not be possible to shelter
them any longer. Appropriations
to elementary and secondary edu. cation represent about half the
spending for the state's General
Fund.
Dowdy said he thinks Jones is
looking this time at all departments of state government for
cuts. "This time I think there
aren't any protected areas," he
said.
Jones urged student leaders to
lobby the General Assembly,
Dowdy said.

After the meeting, the student
presidents agreed to appoint a
state coordinator to send to
Frankfort during the General Assembly.
"The coordinator would keep
an eye on legislation - do basically what a lobbyist would do,"
Dowdy said.

Clay Edwards, a law student
who serves as the student member on the Council on Higher
Education, said the governor also
asked for students' help for two
programs he wants.
"He asked us to support comprehe_nsive health care and a progressive tax code."
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Teacher training
Universities must make adjustments
to meet the requirements of KERA
The creation of the Governor's Task Force on Teacher
Preparation is an important
step toward realizing the full
potential of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act.
The dramatic changes KERA
-has brought in the way Kentucky children are taught demands that universities
change the way they train
teachers.
In creating the task force,
Gov. Brereton Jones said he
wanted universities to do
more to support KERA. He
said he was responding to
complaints that teachers
have not been adequately
prepared to cope with the
changes.
At a recent meeting of the
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence, it was announced that Georgetown
College was the first school
in the state to create a teacher education program specifically aimed at 'meeting the
needs of KERA. While this
small, private college is to be
commended, it is essential
that the state's public universities, which train most of
Kentucky's teachers, also
change to meet the needs of
KERA. Unfortunately, the old
ways are so ·entrenched at
some of the universities'
schools of education that
change will come slowly.
Maintaining the status quo
is not acceptable. Teachers
must be trained how to instruct students from several
grade levels at once, how to
prepare students to take new

This is not going to be
wafting around in
never-never land - we're
going to get something
done here."
Sherry Jelsma
Secretary, Education
and Humanities Cabinet

kinds of tests and how to
work with other teachers in
teams, among other things.
"It's irrational to keep
dumping into the system
teachers who are trained in
the old mode," says Frank
Newman, the president of the
Education Commission of the
States.
And the universities
should not limit their role to
training future teachers.
They should take the lead in
developing programs to help
existing· teachers cope with
KERA's changes.
The 13-member task force
includes legislators, representatives of the executive
branch and the public. "This
is not going to be wafting
around in never-never land
- we're going to get something done here," said Chairwoman Sherry Jelsma, secretary of the Education and
Humanities Cabinet, at the
task force's first meeting.
The members of the task
force have the opportunity
and the influence to keep
that vow. They must not fail.
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House trims tuition aid
WASHINGTON - The House yesterday approved, 275-152, President Clinton's national service plan after reducing the tuition money college
students could receive in return for public service.
The bill reduces ihe tuition assistance figure to
$9,450 fi;o!ll $10,000 after Republicans objected
!bat parttcipants would have a better college aid
program than military people. Republicans also
said the program would be too costly.
"This is going to hurt military recruitment and
it's going to have an adverse impact on the military
preparedness in the long run in this country," said
Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.
Clinton proposed allowing college students to
earn up to $10,000 in tuition assistance in return
for two years of community service. They also
would receive stipends of at least $7,400 a year and
health-care and child day-care benefits.
Under the GI Bill, soldiers who put up $1,200 of
their own money may accumulate up to $5,250 a
year for three years to spend on college tuition.
The bill now goes to the Senate.
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The education budget
Your July 14 front page carried a quote
from Gov. Brereton Jones. He is reported
to have said, "The oveiwhelming majority
of Kentuckians feel education should
share the burden (budget cuts) with other
parts of state government."
This is a surprising bit of logic. First,
education, primarily higher education, has
taken budget reductions for several consecutive years. However, even more important, education in Kentucky always has
operated on an austere budget. To cut it
further at any level is potentially devastating. Even if we find inefficiencies in the
system, we ought to redirect the savings to
other areas of education.
Common sense indicates that education
is a vital investment rather than an idle
expenditure. Also, recent studies of the relation between the length of life and education indicate that educated people tend
to live significantly longer... ,
This is the information age. It is critical
for all citizens to gather and use data. lt is
unwise to reduce support for the agency
entrusted with the main responsibility for
teaching people how to generate and consume information.
We can scrimp along on roads with potholes and water pipes that clog occasionally. But our very existence hinges upon
our ability to keep pace in a race in which
education is the key.
Kentucky has made a bold attempt
(Kentucky Education Reform Act) to bring_
our schools up to speed. We are gaining
on other states, but we had a lot of ground
to make up. Let's not lose our momentum
by even thinking about tampering with the
education budget.
DAVID ASPY

Louisville 40206

KY. ■
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House cuts tuition assistance
in national service corps bill
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - The House
voted yesterday to reduce the
amount of tuition assistance that
participants in President Clinton's
national service corps would receive.
On a voice vote, the figure was
reduced to $9,450 from $10,000 after
Republicans objected that participants in the service program would
have a better college aid program
than military people.
Clinton proposed allowing college students to earn up to $10,000
in tuition assistance in return for
two years of community service.
They also would receive stipends of
at least $7,400 a year and healthcare and child day-care benefits.
The House continued debating
the measure while the Senate waited a day before trying to force a
vote on it over the protests of

Republicans who said the proposal
is too costly. Senate Democrats
tried to cut off debate Tuesday, but
could not get the 60 votes to do so.
Rep: William Ford, D-Mich.;
chairman of the House Education
and Labor Comminee, unsuccessfully sought unanimous agreement
to cut off House debate.
Under the Montgomery GI Bill,
military people who put up $1,200
can accumulate up to $5,250 a year
for_ three years to spend on college
tuition.
Rep. Bob Stump, R-Ariz., proposed lowering the national service
amount to $4,200 a year for two
years, equal to 80 percent of what
military people may receive. But
Rep. G.V. Montgomery, D-Miss., for
whom the GI legislation is named,
persuaded both sides to accept
$4,725 a year, or 90 percent.
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Reaching out
wo

efforts to take higher
education to the people
deserve special note.
One is a continuation of
a trend at Jefferson Community
College; the other represents a
welcome new venture by the University of Louisville's School of
Business. Both reflect positively on
their institutions' leaders.
Time and again since JCC's doors
first opened 25 years ago, administrators have been floored by the demand for what the school offers.
Toe downtown and southwest campuses are bursting, but the demand
continues to grow. JCC's response
is to take courses to places where
no other higher education opportunities exist. Branches opened in

T

Shelby and Bullitt counties some
time ago and are booming. Toe one
in Oldham County, which opened
last fall with 40 students, tripled by
the spring semester. JCC's Carrollton branch started in a converted
shopping center and is moving to a
building with more growing room.
U of L's business school is moving deeper into the city by offering
an economics course at St. Stephen
Baptist Church on South 15th
Street. Toe move, initiated by instructor Janice Baldon, represents
the first time it has offered a course
in a predominantly African-American neighborhood.
Instead of waiting for students to
come to them, enlightened colleges
go to the students.
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Jones revamps
office, says ,
it has focus
Three workers
get new duties
in reorganization
BY JACK BRAMMER
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT 8uREAU

FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton
Jones set up a new office hierarchy
yesterday and struck out at critics
who say his administration lacks
focus.
"We are in very clear focus,"
Jones said during a news conference
in the Capitol. "We will continue to
be in clear focus, and I'm excited
about this reorganization helping us
to continue that."
The reorganization involves
giving more duties to former state
Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm,
who is deputy secretary of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Higdon will become Jones' legislative liaison through the 1994 General Assembly and will retain his
role in the cabinet. He replaces
Mary Helen Miller of Shelbyville, a
veteran of state government who
will be Jones' chief executive officer
for administration.
Franklin Jelsma of Louisville,
who joined Jones as his driver
during the 1987 campaign for lieutenant governor, will become chief
executive officer for public affairs.
His mother, Sherry Jelsma, is Jones'
education secretary.
Jelsma and Miller will share the
duties of former chief of staff Diana
Taylor of Frankfort, who resigned
last month when the governor began to rearrange the top positions
in his office.
In dividing the work of chief of
staff, Miller will oversee appointments to boards and commissions,
the general counsel's office, special
projects and the legislative liaison.
Jelsma will oversee scheduling, the
governor's press office and public

service.
The reorganization does not affect Jack Hall, Jones' chief political
fund-raiser. He will remain a parttime adviser to Jones and head of a
commission dealing with underground petroleum storage tanks.
Hall had been the leading candidate
to replace Taylor.
Hall "is doing a super job where
he is," Jones said.
He said he wanted to make clear
"that there is no one in state
government for whom I have higher
regard or greater respect or who is
a closer adviser than Jack Hall."
The staff changes, Jones said,
are "consistent with the team ap-

proach that I think you all know
has been very much a part of my
philosophy from the very beginning."
He said no one could tell him of
an administration that has accomplished more than his during its
first 20 months in office.
But Jones is struggling to get
along with legislators and has made
little progress in his efforts to
reform the state's health-care system. He also has been dogged by
budget problems.
"To play around terms - lack
of direction - I think that's more of
something that you might want to
say rather than being able to document that sort of thing," Jones said
to a reporter.
Jones still has an important
office position to fill. He indicated
he will select a press secretary by
Sept. 1. Frank Ashley resigned the
post effective Aug. 5 but h~s not
been on the job since he qmt last
week.
Higdon said that he considered
Jones' relationship good with legislators, evident by their efforts to
work with Jones on health-care
reform. But he said that every
relationship can improve.
He said the administration is
committed to a special legislative
session later this year on health
care. A session earlier this year did
not lead to any reform.
Higdon also said he would not
use his position in the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet to try to influence
any legislator.
Jones said Higdon's salary will
stay at $70 000 a year. He said that
he does not know what salai;ies will
be for Miller and Jelsma but that he
is trying to reduce his office spending by at least 6 percent

New staffers
CHARLES

GREGORY

HIGDON, legislative liaison
Age: 46
Residence:
Fancy Farm in
Graves County
Education:
Bachelor's degree from Brescia College in .
Owensboro
Career:
Served in the state Senate from
1982 until December 1991, when
Gov. Brereton Jones appointed
him deputy natural resources
secretary.
•
Was director of operations
for McCoy and McCoy Inc., a
Western Kentucky environmental engineering firm.
MARY HELEN MILLER,
chief executive officer for administration
· Age: 57
ti/· ·•
Resjdence: "t, ;, _
Shelbyville
· · ,~. ,
Education: ,, i!'l> ;;,,.;.,,, _
Bachelor's de- !a 1_..,_ ,;,,,,::;; iv:t~
gree from West- :;':~ f~{~ith ,
em Kentucky "" · ,.; ~"f~-=::,1

f

University

..:~._,~~•'f'

Career:
~
Appointed
Jones' legislative liaison in December 1991. She had been an
assistant director of the Legislative Research Commission since
1990 and helped coordinate
work involved in passing th@
Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
Miller worked for the LRC
from 1973 until 1983, when she
became chief executive assistant
for internal affairs for then-Gov.
Martha Layne Collins. She was
secretary of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet from 1987 to
1988.
Before joining state government, Miller taught English and
Latin in schools in Fayette, Jefferson and Shelby counties.
FRANKLIN
JELSMA,
chief executive officer for public
affairs
Age: 29
Residence:
Louisville
Education:
Bachelor's degree in politics
from Princeton
and law degree
from University
of Kentucky
Career: Has served as
Jones' executive officer. Has .
worked for Jones since the 1987
Democratic primary campaign
for lieutenant governor.
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Groups dislike message, steal messenger
On
campuses
nationwide,
protesters
are seizing
papers that
print views
they object
to. Some
call It free
speech;
others call
It censorship.

BY GREG MILLER
Los ANGELES TIMES

WASI-llNGTON - Working
late at his law office one night last
April, Pennsylvania State UniverCLOSE-UP sity trustee Ben
Novak was interrupted by his partner soon after
midnight.
"What's going on out front?" he
asked.
Novak rushed downstairs and
opened the front -door to see a
bonfire on his office lawn fueled by
hundreds of copies of The Lionhearted, a biweekly student newspaper Novak had helped start at
Penn State in 1989.
After extinguishing the flames,
Novak reached into the ashes and
pulled out an unburned copy. The
back page featured an altered
picture of a bikini-clad body attached to the face of a female
colunmist for the campus daily
newspaper.
The Lionhearted took great
pleasure in vexing campus feminists, but now the feminists had
taken revenge.
The burned issues were a small
portion of 5,000 removed from
newsstands and dumped in trash
bins that night, and a fraction of the
tens of thousands of student newspapers taken in similar protests at
colleges nationwide last year.
"We usually hear of three or
four newspaper thefts a semester,"
said Mark Goodman, director of
The Student Press Law Center in
Washington. "This spring we had
16."
In some cases, the papers were
taken by pranksters or by people
hoping to keep embarrassing stories from reaching the public. But
almost half were carried out by
campus activists, usually from the
left side of the political spectrum,
who disagreed with the papers'
opinions.
The most widely publicized
theft occurred at the University of
Pennsylvania in April, when black
students trashed 14,000 copies of
the Daily Pennsylvanian because
they were unhappy with a conservative columnist.
. Other politically motivated
thefts occurred at Yale, North Carolina State, Dartmouth, Florida State,
Georgia and Southeastern Louisiana. Most college papers are vulnerable to mass confiscation because
they are set out in stacks around
campus, where students can pick
up copies for free.
Those who sympathize with the
students who took the papers view
!t a~ '.1 valid means of protest. "The
md1V1dual(s) who burned copies of
The Lionhearted were demonstrating the same freedom of expression
that allowed the newspaper to print
its views," said a June editorial in
the Penn State Daily Collegian, the
regular campus daily paper.

~V\

But to others, stealing stacks of
papers is censorship, plain and
simple.
"If universities stand for anything, they have to stand for the
right of people to express their
ideas," said Steven Shapiro, associate legal director for the American
Civil Liberties Union. "Freedom of
the press includes freedom to distribute the press."

Reluctant to dlsclpllne
Compounding the injustice,
some say, is the reaction of college
administrators who, for the most
part, have been reluctant to discipline those responsible.
"It's an example of how weak
their appreciation for free expression and free press is," Goodman
said. He points to Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, home of the
conservative
Dartmouth Review' as
.
a pnme example.
In April The Review, a popular
weekly that has been needling campus liberals for 13 years, wrote
about t!Je assault of a woman in a
campus Afro-American Society
house. The article, titled "Good
Times," said the accused assailant
had just won a minority scholarship
and noted sarcastically that the
suspect's arrest "adds much to the
diversity of this pool of scholars."

A group calling itself the Black
Freshman Forum posted placards
around campus saying The Review's "bigotry" would no longer be
tolerated. For three weeks, members
of The Forum confiscated most of
the 3,500 Review copies distributed
door-to-door in campus residence
halls.
Review staff members hoped
Dartmouth officials would condemn
the act as a violation of campus free
speech codes, said Review editor
Oran Strauss. '
Instead, the university considered the matter "a distribution issue, not a free speech issue," Dean
of Students Lee Pelton said recently. "It's a newspaper, and it has
value, but we treat it as abandoned
property. There's no rule that says
how many copies you can pick up."

Racist labels
Strauss says administrators
were afraid they would be labeled
as racist if they confronted the
group. "If this were a case of
Dartmouth Review staffers going
around picking up a newspaper
distributed by black students, we
would probably get thrown out of
school," Strauss said.
Other student publications have
bypassed college administrators
and gone straight to campus police.

